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Abstract
Last couple of years’ vehicles propelled by electricity generated from a hydrogen fuel cell has
emerged as an alternative to the fossil fuel vehicles, so that the greenhouse gas emissions
causing climate change can decrease. In Sandviken, a collaboration between the municipality,
Sandvik AB and AGA has resulted in a hydrogen refuelling station, only the fourth in
Sweden. As the knowledge and awareness of hydrogen fuel cells is unknown Sandvik AB
wants to investigate what the general opinion and knowledge is but more importantly, how
can pedagogical theories be used to increase awareness and knowledge.
The purpose of this thesis is therefore to examine what the population of Sandviken think of a
development of a hydrogen society as well as climate change and the concept of sustainable
development. Based on the found status of knowledge and awareness in these issues a couple
of tools and actions are suggested on how to increase general knowledge and awareness,
applicable both for schools and organisations outside school.
The method used to fulfil the purpose was a survey that was sent out to people employed at
Sandviken municipality and Sandvik AB. The survey results were analysed to see which
factors correlate with a likelihood to support a hydrogen society development. That is used to
see what approach to use when educating people about hydrogen and sustainable
development.
The results show that people in Sandviken were very positive about the hydrogen refuelling
station, and the level of knowledge people had did not significantly affect how much support
they showed. However, the people’s support for a hydrogen development is greatly affected
by the fact that a refuelling station has been built. Therefore, the result that the level of
hydrogen knowledge seems irrelevant should not be taken as a general fact true for all
societies.
When educating people about hydrogen one should put emphasis on raising awareness and
knowledge in sustainable development and climate change, since that has a positive effect on
the likelihood to support a hydrogen development. This could be done via a, in this report
constructed, SSI case (socio-scientific issues) that can be adjusted to fit environments and
occasions outside school.

Sammanfattning
De senaste åren har bilar framdrivna av elektricitet producerad av vätgasbränsleceller blivit ett
alternativ till bilarna som drivs av fossila bränslen, så att växthusgasutsläppen som orsakar
klimatförändringen kan minskas. I Sandviken har ett samarbete som involverar Sandvikens
kommun, Sandvik AB och AGA resulterat i en tankstation för vätgas, endast den fjärde i
Sverige. Eftersom kunskapsnivån och medvetenheten om vätgasbränsleceller är okänd vill
Sandvik AB undersöka vad den generella åsikten och kunskapen om detta är men kanske
ännu viktigare, hur man kan använda pedagogik-teorier för att öka kunskap och medvetenhet.
Syftet med det här arbetet är därför att studera vad invånarna i Sandviken tycker om en
utveckling av ett vätgassamhälle, liksom klimatförändring och konceptet hållbar utveckling.
Baserat på den nuvarande statusen på kunskap och medvetenhet inom dessa ämnen kommer
rapporten att föreslå ett antal verktyg och åtgärder som kan användas för att öka kunskap och
medvetenhet, tillämpbara både i skolan och i organisationer utanför skolan.
För att uppfylla det här syftet så skickades en enkät ut till anställda på Sandvikens kommun
och Sandvik AB. Enkätresultaten analyserades för att utforska vilka faktorer som korrelerar
med en sannolikhet att stödja en utveckling av ett vätgassamhälle, något som kan användas
som en utgångspunkt när man utbildar människor om detta.
Resultaten visar att människor i Sandviken var mycket positiva till vätgastankstationen och att
nivån av kunskap om vätgas de har inte direkt påverkade hur mycket stöd de visade. Dock kan
det faktum att en tankstation har byggts påverka hur mycket stöd vätgas har. Att
kunskapsnivån om vätgas skulle vara irrelevant ska därför inte ses som ett generellt resultat
applicerbart på alla samhällen. När man vill utbilda människor om vätgas så bör tonvikt
läggas på att öka kunskap och medvetenhet för hållbar utveckling och klimatförändringen,
eftersom dessa faktorer visade sig ge en positiv effekt på sannolikheten att stödja en
utveckling av ett vätgassamhälle. Det kan göras genom att använda det SNI-fall
(samhällsfrågor med naturvetenskapligt innehåll) som finns beskrivet i rapporten och som kan
justeras för att passa miljöer och tillfällen utanför skolan.
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1. Introduction
The temperature on planet earth keeps on increasing because of greenhouse-gas emissions,
and something needs to be done; otherwise the consequences will be catastrophic. NASA
(2017a) predicts that the sea level will rise and cause flooding in large parts of the world and a
lot of places will for several reasons be uninhabitable making millions of people so called
climate refugees. The transport sector is according to the Swedish Environmental Protection
Agency (2015) the sector most responsible for emission of carbon dioxide, one of the major
greenhouse gases (Gröndahl and Svanström, 2010), and it therefore needs to be reconstructed
from the ground.
Today, cars are mostly propelled by fossil fuels, which is a family name for the nonrenewable resources oil, gas and coal. These fossil fuels are the reason carbon dioxide is
emitted and it enhances the greenhouse effect beyond what is natural, making the temperature
rise. Scientists are feverishly looking for renewable fuels to replace the fossil ones and in
recent years’ hydrogen has become one of the major prospects. If the fuel is produced from
renewable energy sources such as wind and solar, hydrogen will propel a vehicle and emit
only one thing; water. Even though there are available cars that are completely free from
fossil fuels, there seems to be a hesitation on adopting those cars (SVT, 2016). Studies made
show that knowledge about hydrogen significantly increases likelihood of people to support a
development of a hydrogen society, and therefore it is important to see how the level of
knowledge can be raised and in the end, hopefully increase the adoption of hydrogen vehicles.
The municipality of Sandviken is trying to make it easier for its inhabitants to adopt the
technology through the investment of a hydrogen refuelling station, which is made possible
together with Sandvik AB and AGA. Sandviken is a municipality in Sweden inhibited by
around 38,000 people (appendix I) and Sandvik AB is one of the major employers in the area
with about 6,000 employees in Sandviken. The company Sandvik AB is contributing to
research in hydrogen fuel cell technology (described in detail later) and AGA is the supplier
of hydrogen. As the refuelling station is built, Sandvik AB and Sandviken want to investigate
what opinions the inhabitants have about hydrogen and how the awareness and acceptability
can be increased.
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2. Background
2.1 Global warming
Greenhouse gases, greenhouse effect and carbon dioxide; these are a few factors that have
been getting more and more attention in recent years. To the public, these terms are most
likely associated with negative adjectives. However, the greenhouse effect is a natural
phenomenon that is vital for life to exist on planet earth, and exists due to the greenhouse
gases in the atmosphere that make sure some of the sun’s warmth stays at the Earth’s surface.
Carbon dioxide is one of these gases together with, for example, water, which are grouped
together in the term greenhouse gases (NASA, 2017a).

Figure 1. The greenhouse effect (NASA, 2017a).

So why are these three harmless terms most likely associated with a negative attitude?
Data from NASA (2017b) shows that the average temperature of the planet earth is
continuously increasing, which causes many problems, including melting of the arctic ice,
which together with heating of the water makes the ocean levels rise. This increase in
temperature together with a rise in the sea level will in the future make several places on the
Earth uninhabitable. Natural habitants for animals, such as coral reefs, will be destroyed and
the weather will drastically change, which means for example more hurricanes and droughts.
This causes people from different parts of the world to become what has come to be called
climate refugees (National Geographic, 2011): they need to flee from their homes because
they become uninhabitable. All of these problems occur when humans emit greenhouse gases
into the atmosphere reinforcing the greenhouse effect so that it becomes stronger than what is
optimal and natural.

2.2 The responsibility of the transport sector
Carbon dioxide is the most frequent greenhouse gas emitted by the human society and one of
the major causes of carbon dioxide emissions are the burning of oil, natural gas and coal
(Gröndahl and Svanström, 2010) to for example power houses and transport cars. According
to the Swedish Environmental Protection Agency (2015), the transport sector is the single
largest cause of greenhouse gas emissions. Carbon dioxide from the transport sector also
causes enormous problems due to pollution of the air in large cities like Beijing, which makes
the air poisonous to breathe (SVT, 2017). Therefore, the way we transport ourselves and
power our cars is in acute need of change.
Fortunately, there are available solutions that work perfect without emitting any greenhouse
gases. There are cars powered by electricity or hydrogen that are considered renewable when
2

produced from renewable resources but there are also so called hybrids that can be powered
by both electricity and gasoline. The alternative this thesis will focus on, the hydrogen
vehicle, is based on a technology called fuel cell, and these vehicles use hydrogen as a fuel
which in a tank-to-wheel perspective emits only one thing: water. These vehicles are new to
most people, which is because the cars have not been around for such a long time, especially
not commercially available for the public. In fact, the world’s first series-produced hydrogen
vehicle made by Honda was not presented until the year 2008 (Fackler, 2008).

2.3 History of the fuel cell technology
The fuel cell technology, i.e. making electricity from hydrogen and oxygen, was first
discovered in 1838 but has been somewhat neglected in the automobile sector due to its high
cost. The high cost has mainly been because of the need for expensive precious metals as
catalysts to get a high efficiency and performance. Therefore, fuel cells has mostly been used
by NASA and spacecraft companies. Through the history the development of the fuel cell has
focused on increasing the performance and efficiency, increasing the lifetime, and reducing
the cost with cheaper and better catalysts. One example is when Thomas Francis Bacon
focused his development of fuel cells on all these issues, and in 1959 managed to deliver a
fuel cell system of 5 kW and an efficiency of 60% to an aerospace company (Andújar and
Segura, 2009). The fuel cell was first introduced in vehicles in the 1990’s and the first two
commercially available cars, a very limited number of cars only available for leasing, were
priced at more than 10,000$ per month in 12-month contract and only had a range of 350km
on a full tank (Kruszelnicki, 2002). However, a lot of development has been done just in the
last ten years and now a hydrogen car can be leased (also available for purchase) for about
500$ per month, and have a range of more than 400km (Green car congress, 2014). This
progress is largely because of a significant development in the field of fuel cell catalysts.

2.4 Hydrogen in Sandviken
A lot of work has been done to make these types of cars better, and Sandvik AB is one of the
companies contributing within this field through the development of materials that increase
the fuel cell efficiency (Sandvik AB, 2016a). Also, Sandviken municipality is doing much to
make way for fossil fuel free cars by for example installing charging points for battery
vehicles, so that the citizens there can be motivated to buy these environmentally friendly cars
(Sandvikens kommun, 2016). Thanks to the involvement in hydrogen vehicles by Sandvik AB
and the engagement in environmentally friendly transportation by Sandviken municipality,
they have together with AGA as the supplier of hydrogen taken the initiative to build a
hydrogen refuelling station which when it was finished in December 2016 became the fourth
in Sweden (Sandvik AB, 2016b).
Sandvik AB is a company founded in Sandviken in the year 1862 and has evolved to a global
industry with 45,000 employees. Sandvik AB is very important for the town of Sandviken as
6,000 of the total number of employees working at Sandvik AB is in Sandviken. The main
competence of Sandvik AB is within materials technology, and they produce tools for
treatment of metals, machinery for the mining industry and advanced stainless steel, strip steel
and specially designed coatings for those (Sandvik AB, 2017a).

2.5 Teaching people about hydrogen
To reach a fossil free vehicle fleet, it is important to educate people about the hydrogen
technology, but it is even more important to think in wider terms; to educate people about
why they should buy fossil fuel free vehicle in the first place to disrupt the trend of purchasing
less environmentally friendly cars (SVT, 2016). Previous studies on what people know and
think of these issues have been done and O'Garra et al. (2004) concluded that less than one
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percent of the people participating in the study opposed a development of hydrogen vehicles,
but it also states that 60% of the people responding in London wanted more information.
Obviously, there is a lack of knowledge and it seems that no study took the next step of trying
to educate people about it.
The earlier studies made about hydrogen awareness were made in several different
geographical locations and it is always important to compare if knowledge, acceptability and
awareness differs from place to place as Thesen and Langhelle (2008) has done by showing
data from both Stavanger and London. By making the same type of study in Sandviken, where
a lot is going on regarding the development of hydrogen as previously mentioned, and
investigating pedagogical theories applicable to these issues; this thesis could help Sandvik
AB and Sandviken municipality, as well as any municipality or organisation to educate people
about hydrogen, climate change and the connection between them.

4

3. Aim of study
The aim of this study is to investigate opinions and knowledge about hydrogen and
sustainable development, and what people think of hydrogen as a solution to climate change.
The thesis will also, with the starting point in that, discuss and suggest different ways to
educate people about these issues with a solid ground in pedagogical theories.

3.1 Research questions
•
•
•

How do fuel cells work and act as a future sustainable vehicle fuel?
How do people in a small Swedish town look upon the prospects of fuel cell vehicles in
their own town?
How can one increase knowledge and understanding of fuel cell vehicles?

The hypothesis is that the population of the town has a generally positive attitude towards
hydrogen as a transportation fuel. Also, that a concern about climate change positively
correlates to the support for hydrogen and to educate people about climate change and fuel
cell technology can increase support for hydrogen as a transport fuel further.

5

4. The fuel cell technology
4.1 Introduction
The fuel cell technology theory section focuses on explaining how a hydrogen fuel cell works
and why it is a good alternative to fossil fuels, from an environmental standing point, but it
also brings up the disadvantages and challenges that needs to be solved. This section is of help
for teachers, pupils and other educators and learners to understand the most crucial aspects of
the technology while also highlighting some interesting research going on in the field of fuel
cells. The major part of the fuel cell technology section is inspired by Larminie and Dicks
(2003), it not otherwise stated.

4.2 General concept
A fuel cell is a device that makes hydrogen and oxygen react to form water and giving off
energy in the form of an electric current (electrons) and heat. The total reaction formula of the
fuel cell is generally written as
2𝐻# + 𝑂# → 2𝐻# 𝑂

[1]

The fuel cell itself consists of an anode and a cathode, where different reactions occur.
Therefore, the reaction formula above needs to be analysed more specifically in order to
figure out how electricity can be produced from the reaction of hydrogen and oxygen.
The total reaction formula described above is in fact two reactions, added together (reaction 2
and 3 below). As hydrogen is fed to the anode, one reaction occurs there (2) and as oxygen is
fed to the cathode, another reaction takes place there (3). These two reactions are separated by
an electrolyte, which is a proton transfer membrane. Depending on what electrolyte the fuel
cell includes, the reactions occurring at the anode and cathode are different, which will be
explained later together with the specific function of the electrolyte. The common feature for
all fuel cell systems is however that at the anode electrons are released in a reaction with
hydrogen and at the cathode electrons are used as a reactant with oxygen.
𝐻# → 2𝐻' + 2𝑒 )
*
#

𝑂# + 2𝐻' + 2𝑒 ) → 𝐻# 𝑂

[2]
[3]

For a reaction to take place at the electrodes at a satisfying rate, both electrodes have a
catalyst on the surface. The rate of the fuel cell reactions is quite slow, especially at low
temperatures (below 150°C), and when the application of the fuel cell, like in a vehicle, is not
at a high temperature good catalysts are necessary. Since the reaction has to take place at the
surface of the electrode in order for the electrons to be removed via the electrical circuit,
another way to handle the slow rate is to increase the electrode surface area by making it
highly porous. The electrodes together with the electrolyte are most likely the three parts of
the fuel cell gets the most attention within research.
Other than the advantage of zero CO2, NOx and SOx emissions in comparison to a combustion
engine running on gasoline or diesel, the efficiency of a fuel cell is a major advantage. It
should however be noted that when producing the hydrogen used in fuel cells, CH4 is
commonly used therefore CO2 emissions are not zero when talking about more than just tankto-wheel perspective.
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4.3 Fuel cell performance
4.3.1 Energy in and energy out
The input of the fuel cell is chemical energy in the form of hydrogen and oxygen and the
output is energy in the form of electricity, chemical energy as water and energy in the form of
heat. Hydrogen reacts with oxygen, both having a certain amount of chemical energy, and
forms the product water that has another amount of chemical energy. The chemical energy in
the product is transported out of the fuel cell system and that amount of energy can not be
used in the electrical engine. However, the chemical energy that is released during the
reaction, which is the difference in chemical energy between reactants and products, is in
theory possible for the electrical engine to utilise as electricity to propel the vehicle. A part of
that amount of released chemical energy is however wasted for different reasons, as will be
explained further below, and released as for example thermal energy (heat).
Since the useful product produced from the fuel cell is electricity it is suitable to express the
performance as what voltage the fuel cell generates. The maximum electricity output is
calculated to be 1.2V at temperatures below 100°C (appendix II) for each cell, but the energy
losses that occur leads to a smaller voltage why they are presented as voltage losses. For
comparison, an ordinary charger for an iPhone has an output of 5V (Apple, 2017).
4.3.2 Voltage losses
The loss in voltage is due to four things; activation losses, fuel crossover and internal
currents, ohmic losses and mass transport or concentration losses. These are aspects that
negatively affect the amount of energy that is possible to utilise by the electric engine in the
vehicle. Therefore, it is of considerable importance to minimise these losses through research
development. The four types of voltage losses will shortly be explained below making it
easier to understand what improvements researchers are focusing on.
Activation losses
This type of voltage loss occurs because energy (activation energy) is needed to activate the
reaction, at both the anode and the cathode, and thus chemical energy that could have been
transformed to electrical energy is wasted. A slower reaction requires more energy to be
started and therefore lead to a more substantial energy loss than a reaction with a higher
reaction rate. In PEM fuel cells, activation voltage losses occur mainly at the cathode.
These losses can also be lowered by raising the temperature, increasing the roughness (which
increases the active surface area), increasing reactant concentration or increasing the pressure.
For low- and medium-temperature fuel cells, which are used in most cars, activation losses
are the most important cause of voltage drop. Therefore, it is of the utmost importance to look
for better catalyst materials so that the current density is increased and with that the overall
performance of the fuel cell.
Fuel crossover and internal current
When fuel passes through the electrolyte without reacting at the anode but instead reacts with
oxygen at the cathode, it generates two electrons that does not run through the circuit and
cannot be utilised in the electrical engine. This issue is called fuel crossover. If hydrogen is
split-up at the anode but the two electrons instead go through the electrolyte to the cathode
without passing the circuit, what is called an internal current occurs. In both scenarios, two
electrons are considered lost. The resulting loss in voltage from these two reasons is
dependent on how many moles of reactant gas that is used per second, the more gas usage the
higher is the loss in current considered to be.
7

Ohmic losses
Voltage losses due to electrical resistance in the electrolyte and the bipolar plates are called
ohmic losses. The bipolar plates are used to connect multiple cells in series (more details on
bipolar plates later).
A few things can be done to reduce the ohmic losses, including to use electrodes with the
highest possible conductivity, optimisation of the bipolar plates and to make the electrolyte
thinner. However, one cannot make the electrolyte too thin, because it needs to be thick
enough to prevent shorting between anode and cathode as well as being a robust structure for
electrodes to be built upon.
Mass transport and concentration losses
The partial pressure of reactants is a crucial part to the cell voltage (appendix III) because the
higher the reactants partial pressures are the higher voltage becomes. When current is
extracted from the fuel cell the partial pressure of both hydrogen and oxygen decreases. The
hydrogen partial pressure decreases at the electrode due to a flow back into the supply tubes,
so when the rate of supply of hydrogen to the electrodes is not as fast as the consumption of
hydrogen the pressure will drop and with that the voltage. At the cathodic side, if the oxygen
is fed with air the consumption of oxygen at the electrode requires a good circulation of the
air in order to replenish oxygen and keep the oxygen partial pressure at the electrode stable.
By designing the flow and circulation of hydrogen and air in the optimal way, the loss of
voltage due to mass transport and concentration losses can be minimized.
4.3.3 Efficiency
When comparing the efficiency of the fuel cell with other engines transferring energy from
different energy sources to electrical energy, for example wind turbines and heat engines have
a maximum possible efficiency that is limited due to a few reasons. For the wind turbine, all
the kinetic energy cannot be transferred to electric energy since that would mean that the wind
would just stop, which is not happening. In heat engines, there always has to be some heat
wasted meaning an efficiency of 100% can never be reached. Fuel cells, however, rely on
chemical energy and in contrast to these other types of engines all of the input energy can
theoretically be converted to electricity, meaning an extremely high efficiency is possible to
reach but there are losses as already discussed.
When calculating the efficiency for a fuel cell the amount of energy that would be produced
from burning the same amount of fuel is used. This is called the enthalpy of combustion or
sometimes called the calorific value; ∆ℎ- . The calorific value has two different values for the
reaction between hydrogen and oxygen producing water; it is the higher heating value (HHV)
and the lower heating value (LHV). The former is used when the product water is liquid and
the latter when water is formed as steam. The difference between these figures is the molar
enthalpy of vaporisation of water. It is important to pay attention to what value is used since
using the LHV results in a higher efficiency value.
Since the efficiency value depends on a lot of different aspects (temperature, what heating
value is used, etc.) different values are stated but generally the electrical efficiency can be said
to be between 40 and 60 % (HHV) (Jorgensen, 2008). However, the heat from the fuel cell
can also be utilised meaning that the overall energy efficiency of the fuel cell can be
increased.
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4.4 Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC)
Since the major task of this report is to discuss fuel cell vehicles, most of the attention will be
focussed upon the fuel cell type commonly used in vehicles, Proton Exchange Membrane
Fuel Cell (PEMFC). PEMFC is a so called low temperature fuel cell, meaning that it is
working temperature is somewhere in between 30°C and 100°C. Since the hydrogen cars that
are out on the market use pure hydrogen as a fuel, this study will not cover the possibilities of
feeding the car with for example methane that is reformed to hydrogen prior to entering the
fuel cell stack.
4.4.1 Electrolyte
Starting with the function of the electrolyte in the PEMFC, it is necessary to know what
reactions are taking place at the electrodes. The reaction taking place at the anode is
accordingly to equation 2 above and at the cathode side, the reaction according to equation 3
above occurs.
Electrical current
e-

Excess H2

Water and heat
e-

H+

H2

O2 (from air)

Anode

Electrolyte

Cathode

Figure 2. Basic structure of a PEM fuel cell.

While the electrons (which, as stated earlier, is the electrical current propelling the vehicle)
are being transferred in the electrical outer circuit, the protons (H+) are transferred through the
electrolyte to the cathode side. The electrolyte is made of a solid polymer membrane, which
conducts H+ ions (protons) by having sulfonate groups that attracts water molecules. These
water molecules help protons transport from the anode through the electrolyte to the cathode.
To maximise the performance of the electrolyte it is crucial to keep it hydrated, but in a
balanced way. The water molecules follow the proton movement and can result in the
electrolyte being dry around the anode which makes the proton movement slower, but having
too much water leads to flooding and the pores of the electrolyte will be blocked. Also, the
temperature of the fuel cell significantly affects the hydration as a higher temperature dries
the electrolyte out. One thing that is generally done to balance hydration in the electrolyte is
to humidify the inlet at both anode and cathode side and this is meticulously controlled so that
it stays at an optimal level.
4.4.2 Electrodes
The purpose of the electrodes is to provide a surface for splitting hydrogen at the anode and
making protons react with oxygen at the cathode but also to transport the electrons. The
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electrodes consist of a fine carbon powder on a carbon paper or cloth, and it is important that
the carbon paper is porous in order to provide as much reactive area as possible, and highly
conductive to make sure the electrons are transported with as little resistance as possible. The
catalyst is spread out and attached to the carbon powder particles and it is presently usually
made of platinum or another precious metal, but this begins to change as will be described
later.

4.5 Bipolar plates
Described above is the function of one single fuel cell is described, but to gain a satisfying
and useful power it is necessary to connect multiple cells together. However, it is not possible
to directly connect fuel cells thus a so called bipolar plate is positioned in between the cells.
The idea of the bipolar plates is to, when positioning the fuel cells together, create a full
surface connection between the anode on one fuel cell and the cathode on the next. When
connecting multiple fuel cells in series, the electrons generated at the anode would need to
flow all the way to a circuit at the edge before flowing back to the cathode. Instead, with a
bipolar plate, electrons can flow straight from the anode to the cathode via the bipolar plate. It
therefore needs to be made of a highly conductive material, often stainless steel or graphite,
but stainless steel is taking over more and more (Dawson et al., 2014).
Bipolar plates also have other important tasks and one of those is to feed hydrogen inlet to the
anodes and the air flow to the cathodes, via cut channels in the plate. This means that the
plates both need to conduct electrons in a good way, but also strictly separate the flows of
hydrogen and oxygen, at the same time as it also acts as a part to make the fuel cell strong and
robust. Another task is water management in making sure the water produced follows the air
flow out of the fuel cell stack.
It clearly takes a complex design to make the plates thin enough, to minimize electrical
resistance, withstand corrosion and with enough electrical contact points at the same time as it
needs to be robust and strong with a width large enough to optimize the gas flow. Therefore
there are high requirements on the bipolar plates as well as on the material to handle these
issues in a satisfying manner.

4.6 Where does the fuel come from?
The source of hydrogen is a major topic that is discussed since the fuel cell can itself be said
to be hundred percent renewable but depending on where the hydrogen comes from, it can
still generate CO2. There are two paths to produce hydrogen, either a non-carbon dioxide
generative path or a carbon dioxide generative.
4.6.1 Generating carbon dioxide
Hydrogen can be produced from a lot of different resources, and a couple of them are by
reforming fossil fuels such as natural gas, crude oil, petroleum and coal. Those resources
currently accounts for 96% of all hydrogen production and produces 11 tonnes of carbon
dioxide for each produced tonne of hydrogen (World Nuclear Association, 2016).
The location where the hydrogen is produced also matters, and the different possibilities are to
produce the hydrogen locally at the same place as the hydrogen refuelling station, or produce
it at a large-scale and distribute the hydrogen to the different hydrogen refuelling stations. If a
centralised hydrogen production is based on other energy recourses than fossil fuels it can still
generate carbon dioxide as the trucks transporting the hydrogen could be generating carbon
dioxide.
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The efficiency of producing hydrogen from natural gas, which is the most common fossil fuel
used to produce hydrogen, is in between 65 and 75% (New York SERDA, 2006).
Production of hydrogen can also be done via electrolysis of water, where electrical energy
(electricity) is used to split water molecules into hydrogen and oxygen, basically the fuel cell
reaction but backwards. The electrolyser has an anode, a cathode and an electrolyte just like
the fuel cell and the electrolyte commonly used is also based on a polymer membrane. An
electrolyser produces hydrogen at an approximate efficiency of 75% (Jorgensen, 2008). When
using electricity that comes from energy resources such as the burning of coal, the hydrogen
production will generate carbon dioxide.
4.6.2 Generating no carbon dioxide
Producing hydrogen without generating any carbon dioxide can be done via electrolysis of
water, where the electricity comes from a renewable energy source (solar, wind, hydropower).
In that case the hydrogen production process is not generating any carbon dioxide. It could
seem pointless to use renewable electricity to produce hydrogen instead of directly using the
electricity for example to charge battery vehicles when about 30% of the energy is lost during
the hydrogen production process. However, electricity generated from renewable energy
sources needs storage since the energy production from those tend to vary and not always
match the energy usage.

Figure 3. Power output from wind power in Sweden over the course of two weeks (x-axis
shows days, y-axis shows power in MW). Purple is electricity production from wind
power, light blue is the total electricity usage and grey is the difference between usage of
electricity and wind power production. A negative number on the grey line is unused
power (Steen et al., 2015).

The electricity production from wind power in Sweden for two weeks is very different from
day to day. Storing electrical energy is therefore of high importance since those days that the
production exceeds the usage, a lot of energy otherwise goes to waste. Hydrogen and batteries
are two alternatives to store electricity, but there are a couple of strong advantages with
hydrogen as a storage alternative:
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-

It is easily transportable
It has a much higher energy density than batteries so it holds more energy per kg
(Figure 4)
It can be stored for a longer period of time without discharging (International
Electrotechnical Commission, 2011)
Hydrogen has a broad range of uses
[Mega Joule]/[Litre]
[Mega Joule]/[kg]
- Substance
Hydrogen, liquid
8.491
141,86
Hydrogen, gas 690 bar
4.5
141,86
Hydrogen, gas 1 bar
0.01005
141,86
Lithium ion battery
0.9-2.43
0.36-0.875
Figure 4. Hydrogen has much more energy per kg and per litre than the commonly used
lithium ion battery (College of the Desert, Department of Energy (USA), 2001; Panasonic,
2012).

These are a couple of reasons that producing hydrogen from wind, solar and hydropower is a
very good way to get a renewable vehicle fuel even though storing electricity in batteries is
done at a higher efficiency.
Sustainably produced hydrogen can be generated from other sources than renewable
electricity and two examples are to biologically produce hydrogen through photosynthesis or
digestion. However, biological production of hydrogen is currently at research level and more
research is needed. The photosynthesis process works in certain algae and cyanobacteria that
absorbs energy from sun light and produce hydrogen via a photosynthesis reaction rather than
sugar that is usually the case in plants. The efficiency record for photosynthesis is 14% set
year 2015, why development is needed to achieve a commercially usable product (Hellemans,
2015). Producing hydrogen through digestion is done in absence of light energy, where
microbial digestion of organic matter (such as acetic acid and other low molecular weight
organic acids) generates hydrogen, in a quite slow rate.
To avoid carbon dioxide from transportation of the hydrogen, the production of hydrogen can
be set at the same location as the hydrogen refuelling station (or whatever the utilisation of the
hydrogen might be). However, in that case the raw material for the hydrogen production
needs to be in the same location as the production. Otherwise, the raw material for production,
or the fuel, needs to be transported which has to be done without using carbon dioxide
generative fuels.

4.7 Hydrogen safety and storage
Hydrogen is a gas that is highly flammable and should be handled with a lot of care just like
almost all fuels used. In this sense, batteries in cars have a large advantage over hydrogen
even though those also have a risk of catching fire (Recharge batteries, 2013). However, when
comparing hydrogen as a vehicle fuel with ordinary gasoline, which has been used in cars for
a very long time, hydrogen is as safe as gasoline. It has a much higher diffusion rate, meaning
it dissipates into the air extremely quickly in the case of leakage, and it also takes a four times
higher concentration than gasoline in air to ignite. The amount of energy needed to ignite is
however much less for hydrogen than for gasoline so in conclusion it can be said that the risk
of hydrogen is about the same as with gasoline and should, as with all fuels, be handled with
care (Hydrogen tools, 2016).
Hydrogen is most often stored as gas at high pressure, especially when it is in vehicles. Fuel
cell vehicles uses tanks made from carbon fiber that can take a pressure of 700 bar (Toyota,
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2016). These cylinder storage tanks are meticulously tested to make sure they withstand the
high pressure they are exposed to, for example the tanks are pressurized and depressurized
more times than they would be during the lifetime but also tested for more than twice the
maximum pressure they experience during normal working pressure (Office of Energy
Efficieny and Renewable Energy USA, 2016).
The most used storage method used to store larger quantities of hydrogen is as liquid at about
22K. In comparison to hydrogen stored as gas at 300 bar, the energy density (energy per mass
unit) for the so called cryogenic hydrogen is about five times higher. It requires a lot of
energy to both cool and compress the gas to 22K liquid state, why it is a worse storing
alternative in terms of energy efficiency.

4.8 Research on fuel cells and hydrogen production
A lot of research is done regarding fuel cells to improve efficiency, performance, life-time
and to decrease cost among other things. To get a notion of what the scientists within this
field are focusing on, some research results are presented below.
4.8.1 Electrolyte
Graphene
One of the issues that the electrolyte deals with is fuel crossover and a solution to that could
be to use graphene as electrolyte since that is almost impermeable even for hydrogen atoms
due to its extremely high electron density (Berry, 2013; Hu et al., 2014). But graphene could
together with hexagonal boron nitride let protons pass through the membrane, meaning it is
very suitable as an electrolyte (Johnson, 2014).
Graphene can not only be used in fuel cells as electrolytes but can also vastly improve
hydrogen production together with a protein called bacteriorhodopsin, titanium dioxide and
platinum. The protein absorbs energy in the form of ultra violet light and can together with
titanium dioxide and platinum split water into hydrogen and oxygen. By working as a highly
electrically conductive platform, where the catalysts can attach, graphene can quickly and
evenly distribute the electrons to the catalysts receiving protons so that hydrogen production
rate is highly enhanced (Breaux, 2014).
Proton exchange membrane
The currently used proton exchange membrane is good but it has its flaws as described earlier;
therefore research is looking to improve the performance of the membrane. One alternative
that scientists at the University of Liverpool have found is to use porous organic cages, where
protons can be transported. This result in a quicker proton movement in more than one
particular direction which often is the case for other porous materials, also the water molecule
movement is enhanced resulting in a better proton movement (Fuelcellworks, 2016).
Generally a membrane called Nafion is used as proton exchange membrane but that is quite
limited to a temperature below 90°C and a high humidity to perform well. However, another
membrane called perfluoroimide acid (PFIA) has been developed and it has one more
sulfonate molecule per polymer chain, which allows for more protons to be transported. It has
also been shown that this membrane has a much better water management at low humidity
conditions than the Nafion membrane meaning it is easier to use at broader range of
conditions (Puskar et al., 2017).
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4.8.2 Hydrogen production
Hydrogen can be produced in a completely carbon dioxide free process by electrolysis. That
process has an efficiency of about 60 to 70 % but that figure needs to increase to make
hydrogen production through electrolysis a commercially viable alternative, but it is also of
utmost importance to make the process cheaper by for example finding better and less
expensive catalysts.
At the KTH Royal Institute of Technology in Sweden researchers have found a one atom
layer (extremely thin) material consisting of vanadium and nickel that proves to have the
same or in some cases better performance as platinum, the catalyst commonly used to split
water into hydrogen and oxygen. One reason is because of a higher surface area, where
reaction can occur. Since vanadium is a very abundant metal in the earth, this could help
making catalysts less expensive (Fan et al., 2016).
Solar energy is an extremely large source of energy that, if harvested, could provide the entire
planet with energy for 25 years just from the amount of solar energy that the Earth receives in
one day (Gröndahl and Svanström, 2010). Since this is an intermittent energy source it is
important to be able to store this energy, as previously stated with wind power. Scientists at
the University of Missouri have found a cheap and simple way to make an electrode that split
water into hydrogen and oxygen with energy from sunlight, made of silicon oxide and cobalt.
This electrode produces a higher photo voltage than ordinary silicon oxide electrodes, which
occurs when the cobalt (𝐶𝑜𝑂𝑂𝐻) layer upon the silicon oxide is non-continuous like tiny
islands (Hill et al., 2015).
4.8.3 Electrodes and catalysts
One aim with research on electrodes and catalysts is to use less of the most common catalyst,
platinum and other precious metals, since those are extremely expensive. One of the problems
is that these expensive catalysts are, amongst commercially viable, the most efficient
alternative so it is important to make sure that the cheaper alternatives are not only less
expensive but also at least as efficient.
Platinum is an efficient but also expensive catalyst to use in both fuel cells and electrolysis,
but researchers at Stanford University have found a technique to increase the energy
efficiency and performance of the platinum catalyst meaning it may be cost-effective in the
long run. With the help of a thin material (lithium cobalt oxide) a platinum lattice can be
strained, both compressed and stretched out, and the catalytic activity is then doubled. This
knowledge could in the future help to have a better control over the behaviour of catalysts and
use that behaviour as an advantage and by that increase catalytic performance (Wang et al.,
2016).
Scientists at the Vanderbilt University have found that by using polymer fibers as support for
the catalyst, the surface area where reaction can occur is larger meaning less catalyst material
is needed. This fiber electrode design also significantly boosts the fuel cell performance
(Vanderbilt University, 2016).
Researchers at the Washington State University have found a catalyst made of a nanomaterial
called aerogel, consisting of about 92% air, where much less of the expensive precious metals
are used. The basics of that catalyst are about the same as the polymer fiber described above;
the greatly increased surface area due to a high porosity makes the need of catalyst material
much less (Zhu et al., 2016).
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There is a lot of research on-going in this field and improvements on electrodes and fuel cell
catalysts are done all the time. Also, the improvements that have been described above are in
an early stage meaning there is more work that needs to be done. However, the fuel cell
technology is progressing forward, and will be more effective both regarding performance and
cost.
4.8.4 Bipolar plates at Sandvik AB
Bipolar plates are the plates in between each fuel cell, and they need to be robust and have a
small electrical resistance and withstand corrosion. At Sandvik AB, researchers are
developing coatings for plates made of stainless steel that can challenge the performance of
graphite or gold plates (Sandvik AB, 2017b). These coatings have a very small electrical
degradation of less than 0.5% for every 1000h which is very important to keep the fuel cell
performance high for a long time. The researchers have also developed a large-scale
production process, where coils of stainless steel are coated and ready to be stamped and
formed to plates by their customers. The fact that each plate does not need to be coated
individually lowers the cost of bipolar plate production by a lot (Sandvik AB, 2017c).
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5. Theory
Here, previous research about attitudes will be presented. In order to know what to do to
spread awareness and acceptability, it is important to know about previous research in this
field; what people already think and what may change their minds.
The pedagogical theory used in the discussion will be based upon the UN established concept
of Education for Sustainable Development (ESD), combined with existing pedagogical
research such as Piaget’s theory of constructivism (Piaget, 2013). Sustainable development is
a concept that was popularised when it was expressed in the so called Brundtland commission
the year 1987. It means that we as citizens of the Earth need to, while striving for
development, make sure it is sustainable in the sense that both current and future needs can be
met. That includes for example using energy resources that does not run out, and making sure
that food always can be provided.

5.1 Previous research on attitudes
A lot of work has been done on attitudes and awareness of both fuel cell technology and
sustainable development. The results from a lot of different studies show a pattern, even
though the geographical origin differs amongst the studies presented here.
5.1.1 What is the general perception?
Most of the previous studies that have been done show that the general conception about
hydrogen as a fuel, sustainable development as a concept, and the fuel cell technology as a
future of driving is positive. Less than 1% of the respondents both in London and Greater
Stavanger said they would oppose a development of hydrogen vehicles in the city (Thesen
and Langhelle, 2008). Also, the hypothesis that safety concerns would be a major reason for
opposition is proved to be wrong. O'Garra et al. (2004) writes: “these results are in line with
previous literature and suggest that public concerns with H2 safety are not likely to be
widespread”. Thesen and Langhelle (2008) states similar facts: “safety does not seem to be a
key issue in securing public acceptability of hydrogen”. However, they point out that one
should be cautious about drawing conclusions from this because it could just reflect a belief
that experts, despite the risk perception being high, will handle these issues. Even so it shows
that safety is not that big of a concern that one could think.
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Figure 5. Back yard means living near, in the “back yard” of, a hydrogen refuelling station. Greater
Stavanger means in the rest of Stavanger, outside the hydrogen refuelling station radius. Data from
Thesen and Langhelle (2008).

5.1.2 The role of environmental attitudes and knowledge
Mourato et al. (2004) studied how environmental attitudes affected London cab drivers’
willingness to adopt hydrogen powered taxis, and the results show that a concern about air
pollution and climate change do affect a willingness to purchase a hydrogen powered taxi in
the sense that the higher concern, the higher is the willingness to pay for cleaner technology.
The results of a study made in Greater Stavanger, Norway, clearly states that “a more positive
attitude to the environment directly leads to greater support for hydrogen vehicles and
hydrogen refuelling station’s development.” (Tarigan et al., 2012, p. 6070). Another study
made in 2004 amongst London residents indicate that a positive attitude towards public
spending on solving environmental problems did not affect the support for hydrogen vehicles.
However, the study did show a connection between environmental knowledge and support for
hydrogen vehicles (O'Garra et al., 2004). This result suggests that a concern about and
knowledge about environmental issues are not the same and that it is important not only to
raise awareness about environmental issues, but more importantly increase a population’s
knowledge in the matter of sustainable development in order to increase the support for H2
vehicles. Thesen and Langhelle (2008, p. 5864) say the same thing when stating:
“environmental knowledge significantly increases the probability of support”.
5.1.3 What more is needed?
One important result from many of the studies that have been performed is the need for
information amongst participants. O'Garra et al., (2004) came to the conclusion that three
fifths (60%) of the respondents said they needed more information about fuel cell technology
and hydrogen vehicles to make a decision whether to support it or not. Another study that
investigated attitudes towards fuel cell buses in Stockholm (Haraldsson et al., 2005) shows a
similar result, where 43% of the respondents said they wanted more information about the
technology. Haraldsson et al., (2005) also claim that even though the participants of the study
had a positive feeling towards the technology when taking the environmental issues into
account, they were not willing to pay extra for it just because it is more environmentally
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friendly. Even though this result contradicts what was stated earlier about the taxi drivers, that
the so-called willingness to pay (WTP) increased as the concerns about environmental issues
increased, there are plenty of other studies that conclude what Haraldsson et al., (2005) do.
For example, Roche et al. (2009) as well as Graham-Rowe et al. (2011) also state that
environmental concerns are not connected to a higher WTP for cleaner vehicles. The need for
a satisfying performance and price is more or equally important.
It is clear that not only knowledge about environmental issues affects hydrogen acceptance,
but knowledge about hydrogen and fuel cell technology is also a very important factor as one
would presume. O’Garra et al. (2004, 2008) and Thesen and Langhelle (2008) amongst others
clearly state that prior knowledge of hydrogen and fuel cell technology significantly increases
the likelihood for support for implementation for hydrogen as a fuel. For example, “The key
role of prior knowledge of hydrogen-fuelled vehicles was confirmed in this analysis. A person
having heard of this technology is more than twice as likely (2.3) to support it” (Thesen and
Langhelle, 2008, p. 5864).
5.1.4 Hydrogen refuelling stations and consequences on attitudes
As Sandviken, the site of the study, at the time of the survey plans to build a new hydrogen
tank station it is of great importance to take into account how this affects general perceptions
of hydrogen and the vehicles it powers.
O'Garra et al. (2008) investigated London citizens’ attitudes towards the development of
hydrogen refuelling stations and hydrogen vehicles. An interesting fact that the study found
was that the farther away a person lives from a planned hydrogen tank station, the more
bothered a person is by it. This is supported by Thesen and Langhelle (2008) who claim that
the support for a hydrogen refuelling station in Greater Stavanger is higher amongst the
people living in the so-called “back yard” of it. Also, the feeling of needing more information
is increasing as the distance from the tank station increases. All of this suggests that a
hydrogen refuelling station definitely can act as a tool for raising awareness, knowledge and
foremost acceptance of hydrogen vehicles. The same results are presented independently of
whether the respondents claim to have prior knowledge of hydrogen or not.

5.2 ESD – Education for Sustainable Development
In 2005 the United Nations established a new concept that they wanted to implement the
following decade (2005-2014); Education for Sustainable Development (ESD). As mentioned
before, a focus on sustainable development is vital and UN decided that the whole world
should advance their education towards learning more about sustainable development
(UNESCO, 2017a). The learning outcomes of ESD is, according to UNESCO (2017b), to
promote “core competences, such as critical and systemic thinking, collaborative decisionmaking and taking responsibility for present and future generations.”
But what is sustainable development for ordinary people? According to Scott (2015) the
concept is somewhat hard to grasp for the general public, because the definition(s) (which
there are several hundreds of) of sustainable development is very abstract and it does not
make perfect sense. The author states: “sustainability refers to an identifiable, but poorly
specified, set of social, environmental and economic values” (Scott, 2015, p. 237). Scott
(2015) also writes that earlier surveys show results that are pointing towards that people not
only know very little about sustainable development; they actually know less than they think
they do. According to Scott (2015) the education has focused too much on teaching individual
actions, like recycling and more careful driving, than the broader picture of a need to change
the society as a whole. The consequence is that people who perform these ‘easy tasks’ think
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they are doing enough, meaning they think they do not need to take responsibility of the
society as a whole. That is where an ESD come into play. ESD is the very idea of teaching a
holistic view on every aspect of sustainable development such as environmental, economic
and social (Liu and Constable, 2010). This means that learning about sustainable development
should be done via the concept of ESD. The importance of having knowledge about
sustainable development in order to increase acceptance for fuel cell vehicles, has already
been stated in this report. Liu and Constable (2010, p. 274) describe the different skills,
attitudes, values and knowledge that ESD could bring which include “a sense of justice and
equality, a commitment to the well-being of human beings and other living things,
communication, reasoning skills, the ability to change and adapt to change” etc. These are
values and skills that are important for a society and its population to have so that the society
can develop into a learning city (Juceviciene, 2010).
5.2.1 Communication as a learning process
As also said earlier, the action of an individual is not enough to reach the goals of a
sustainable development. It is a task for the society as a whole to work together in order to
reach these goals. There are different ways for people of a society, and the society as a whole,
to learn about sustainable development. Rist et al. (2006) describe the concept of
communicative action, where communication and interaction between different institutions
and individuals of a society is of vast importance. It is a theory that shifts the focus from an
egocentric social process to one where individual interests and collective interests are
coordinated. It is also important, according to Rist et al. (2006), that everyone that participates
get to say their opinion, have their own attitude and ask whatever questions they have.
Communication as a tool of learning is also the highlight of Vygotsky’s socio-cultural
theories (Vygotsky, 1999). By bringing together people with knowledge with the people that
are supposed to learn, the learning outcome is greater thanks to the social interaction.
One problem with ESD is that it has almost only been included in the so called formal
learning sector (Liu and Constable, 2010). That is the word used to describe the environment
of a regular classroom in a school. But there are more possibilities than just learning inside the
walls of a school. Liu and Constable (2010) describes informal learning and non-formal
learning as equally or even more important for the sake of ESD. Informal learning is the
learning taking place outside schools and classrooms, without assessment and a set
curriculum. It is for example used to describe learning in a museum or a science centre, and
often involves learning trough interaction with others and learning by doing. Non-formal
learning can be described as the more structured learning, for example adult courses, but with
a more flexible curriculum than the formal learning. The authors think that ESD could, and
should, have a bigger role in the world of these two learning styles.
Liu and Constable (2010) tried to take ESD to the informal learning settings by establishing a
Community Learning Centre (CLC) in a small town where the citizens could go and meet,
discuss, take part in classes, read books and articles etc. The objective of the CLC was for the
people of the society to gain the knowledge, values and skills that ESD can bring through
communication and interaction with each other. The results claim that citizens developed both
knowledge and a sense of responsibility for a sustainable development. This study argues that
education in an informal or non-formal setting is definitely shown to be an effective tool to
increase the benefits of ESD, and this tool should be utilized within the formal education as
well.
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5.2.2 Pedagogical approach to Education for Sustainable Development
According to Eilam and Trop (2010) there are however two major concerns with
implementing the concept of ESD into a society. The first thing is that just because people are
learning and gaining knowledge about sustainable development, it does not necessarily mean
that they automatically want to change their behaviour to a more sustainable one. There is a
lack of interference between attitude and behaviour, in both ways. The other concern is the
need of an active participation in the society by the citizens, which often proves to be a large
obstacle to overcome.
To make sure that not only the knowledge of sustainable development is increased, but more
importantly that the behaviour of learners is changed and also the activeness as citizens, four
so called ‘essentials’ are presented. It consists of four different layers of pedagogy that should
all be implemented in ESD and it is fundamental that all four are involved and none is
excluded.
1)
2)
3)
4)

Non-natural learning
Multidisciplinary learning
Multidimensional learning
Emotional learning

The object is to start with the first layer and gradually put one layer over the other. (All the
four layers will be explained one at the time.) Non-natural learning (1) is what we generally
refer to as a lecture, i.e. the academic way of teaching. A teacher is standing in front of the
class telling students about, for example, galvanic cells and the students are taking notes. It
could be said it is learning pure knowledge that does not have a clear connection to the
learners’ daily life. This way of teaching promotes development of “analytical-rational modes
of intelligence” and is according to Eilam and Trop (2010) a necessary part. The opposite of
non-natural learning is natural learning, which is brought in with the next three steps.
Gröndahl and Svanström (2010) highlight that it is very important to learn how to change
perspective regarding for example time, place, culture and politics and by doing that one can
familiarise with other peoples’ situations and the possibility to communicate effectively and
solve problems increases. The first part of this is the Multidisciplinary learning (2) which can
also be called interdisciplinary learning. That is learning about the complex disciplinary
system that sustainable development is. By bringing knowledge together from different
subjects such as chemistry, biology, economy, geology etc. the learning will make the student
able to develop a systematic thinking, and see the linkages between different issues.
According to Mogensen and Mayer (2005) a so called multi-perspective analysis is necessary
in order to gain in-depth knowledge about environmental issues, while Coyle (2005) suggests
that the lack of understanding the complexity of sustainable development is the single biggest
problem of the environmental knowledge in the U.S. Also, UNESCO clearly states that “ESD
is holistic” (UNESCO, 2017b) supporting the statement that the multidisciplinary learning
indeed is important.
The next layer is multidimensional learning (3) which Eilam and Trop (2010) also call the
time and space dimension. When students have learnt necessary theoretical stuff (1) and how
these are connected between different subjects (2), it is important to know how different
systems affect each other in the course of different times and different spaces. “Looking at
systems in multidimensional ways, both in time and in space, facilitates the development of
contextual ways of thinking, and acquisition of abilities to think ‘out of the box’ and
investigating systems in their relations to other systems, other spaces, and other times.”
(Eilam and Trop, 2010). To understand how different actions and interactions affect different
systems over time is crucial to make good decisions about sustainable development.
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According to Eilam et al. (2010), these three steps are not just enough to foster a change in
behaviour. By adding an element of emotion into the learning, one can activate a sense of
ethics clarification. This comes from the introduction of constructivism, created by Piaget, in
education. Piaget (2013) claims the learner needs to be involved in the learning process,
because learning is considered as a ‘filling process’ dependent on the cognitive patterns
already existing within the learner (Illeris, 2006). Since the learner should be considered to
already have some kind of perception the only way to address learning is by adapting the way
of learning to what the learner already knows. With that, emotional attachment (4) naturally
takes an important role as Piaget clearly states: “As we have seen there is already from the
preverbal stage a near parallelism between the emotional and the intellectual functions
development; it is more precisely about two inextricably coherent aspects of behaviour […]
There are no solely intellectual actions. There are neither any solely emotional actions.”
(Piaget, 2013, p.49). Even though Piaget pays much attention to the cognitive evolution of
children, he clearly states the importance of emotions in learning at all ages.
When addressing a more adult focus on learning and emotional involvement, the theories of
Mezirov (Illeris, 2006) are well-known. He defines transformative learning as the process of
revising pre-perceptions of an adult learner through critical thinking and reflection. Since the
transformation involves changing mental schemes already existing, it naturally involves
emotion as Mezirov explains: “Knowledge has strong emotional and will-powered
dimensions. The individuals’ emotionality and responsiveness is used in the development,
discovery, interpretation and transformation of meaning.” (Illeris, 2006, p.84). It is hereby
clear that emotion is a very important factor of learning, especially in order to change
cognitive structures and with that, behaviour.

5.3 SSI – socio-scientific issues
If not otherwise stated, this section is inspired by Ekborg et al. (2012).
5.3.1 What is it?
Outside the classroom, different issues are always discussed in media and in other platforms.
SSI brings these issues, which often involves both scientific aspects but also social, economic
and ethical aspects, to the classroom environment. It lets pupils investigate the different
aspects of a current issue in society and discuss the issue together.
SSI lets pupils learn the knowledge necessary to handle and understand the complex reality by
studying a case, which is an issue (real or fictive) that the pupils study and take a stand in
based on the preconditions of the given situation. It therefore has a natural involvement of the
non-natural learning aspect of ESD since it focuses on learning the fundamentals of science
that is needed in order to understand the reality. But it also takes it one step further by
involving the three other crucial aspects of ESD. SSI is about discussing real issues and how
these different scientific fundamentals look in the real world. Social issues in media are rarely
focusing only on the scientific part of the issue, so it is important for pupils to bring other
disciplines and dimensions into the issue so discussion can be done in a correct way. This
makes SSI a great tool for involvement of the multidisciplinary and multidimensional aspect
of ESD. SSI brings a possibility to learn to discuss with arguments based on facts. It is also
important to learn that there is not one correct answer, but it is about how we value arguments
and putting emotions and ethics in the decision-making. The emotional attachment was the
fourth crucial aspect of ESD, and that is also naturally involved when studying a SSI case.
Another good thing about an SSI case is that it opens up for a possibility for cooperation
between teachers of different subjects. In most cases both the scientific content and the social
content is of great value, so cooperation between chemistry and physics teachers as well as
social science teachers can be beneficial.
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SSI and ESD is most often used in the formal learning environments of classrooms, which is
explained above. However, issues discussed in media are relevant for all members of society
and it is important to offer the opportunity for all to learn and discuss different issues. Rist et
al. (2006) described communicative action and Liu and Constable (2010) the importance of
bringing ESD to a more informal learning sector. One of the major differences between the
formal learning sector and the informal learning sector is the amount of time available for
studying the issue. Discussion is however the key part of SSI, and the Community Learning
Center that Liu and Constable (2010) established proves that SSI could be an effective tool in
an informal learning setting as well. The structure of SSI in an informal learning setting,
where one key aspect is to acknowledge the different aspects and conflicts of interest that
exist within an issue, could also help with what Rist et al. (2006) claim is crucial in the theory
about communicative action: that all members of society gets to say their opinion and have
their own attitude while learning more about an issue and maybe with that changing their
mind.
5.3.2 Constructing a case
When constructing an SSI case, there are a couple of things to consider that make up the
framework of an SSI case. Those things are
-

Starting point
Scientific content
Social aspects
Conflict of interest
Utilisation of gained knowledge
Aim of the case
(Resources)
Reporting and assessment

Starting point
The starting point is the step where the pupils are introduced to the issue via for example a
movie or a short article, without a purpose to analyse it. The purpose of a starting point is just
to let the pupils see what it is all about and get them interested in learning more about the
issue. As told earlier, emotions are a crucial part to learning according to Piaget (2013).
It is important that pupils feel that the issue is interesting and the best way, according to the
authors, to intrigue the pupils is by movies or newspaper articles. There is no definitive
answer on what exactly the starting point should be other than that it should be about
environmental issues and different clean car technologies that could be the solution to the
problem of green-house gas emissions.
Scientific content
Since SSI is something connected to the science education in school, it is crucial that the case
is based on content from the curriculum. Since SSI is about a scientific aspect on social
issues, it is crucial that it is based upon scientific facts. That is also a point that is brought up
when speaking about ESD, factual knowledge about the science behind is one of four vital
parts. The scientific content may not be crucial in making a decision but it is important to
understand the issue and then make a decision based on for example economy. Taking stand
in issues based on science requires pupils to use scientific knowledge acquired in school to be
able to be more critical in their approach.
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Social aspects
Even though the science may be clear about a certain technology, it is up to the society and
even the government to implement new technologies and in different ways promote them. The
pupils need to not only be able to discuss the science but also discuss the role of economy,
legislation, ethics and the role of media. In this aspect of SSI it could be a good thing to make
contact with social sciences teachers and cooperate.
Conflict of interests
There is never a single correct answer on an issue involving more than just a scientific aspect
since it depends on which aspect a person feels is more important than another. One person
may feel economics is more important than the environmental factor, while another person
may feel the opposite, and no one can say one of them is right. This is what is called a conflict
of interest. Concluding a solution to an issue depends on what values and driving forces a
person has, and there is not one correct answer. Pupils need to be able to take into account
that different alternatives have different advantages and disadvantages depending on whom
you are asking.
Utilisation of gained knowledge
The knowledge that the pupils have acquired from the different aspects above needs to be
used in some way because it is important that pupils feel that the knowledge is of great use.
The purpose with scientific subjects in school is to gain knowledge to be able to make wellinformed decisions regarding technology, environment etc., but also to learn how to check if
information is correct, and understand the world around us. Therefore, it is important for the
teacher to have a clear mind about how the pupils will use the acquired knowledge, and also
state that to the pupils.
Aim of the case
Every project that the pupils do needs to have a couple of learning objectives, which need to
be relevant to the curriculum as well as the actual case. The goal needs to be connected both
to the core content of the course and the subjects’ learning intentions. The teacher needs to
make sure that the aims of the case are concrete.
Reporting and assessment
It is important to be clear on how the work should be presented and assessed before it starts,
so that the pupils know what to work towards. They need to know how and when they are
being evaluated. So the teacher has to make sure that this is concrete and clear to the pupils.
Ratcliffe and Grace (2003) state that evaluation of an SSI case should be done in three
aspects; conceptual knowledge, procedural knowledge and attitudes and beliefs. Pupils need
to show that they understand the basic scientific concepts of the issue and in all the different
contexts those exist (conceptual knowledge), they need to know how to phrase a standing
point and make a decision in a matter by analysing and evaluating available information
(procedural knowledge). Lastly, the pupils need to be able to express their own thoughts and
values in a responsible way and realise that weighing values together with knowledge is very
important (attitudes and beliefs).
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6. Method
6.1 Literature research
A literature research has been done on fuel cells focusing on knowledge suitable for
secondary school students and the public, as well as some descriptions of research going on in
the field of fuel cells. A literature research has also been done on the public and secondary
school pedagogics applicable on education regarding sustainable development as well as
general knowledge about fuel cells. The literature research is partly about a tool called SSI,
which is mainly for secondary school students, and partly general pedagogics suited for
learning outside of a classroom which is most suitable for public education.

6.2 Survey
6.2.1 Sample
This study aims to investigate general opinions concerning hydrogen as a fuel, sustainable
development and fuel cell vehicles. The method that will be used is therefore a survey,
because to be able to draw conclusions on a general community basis the number of
participants needs to be high. Also, previous research similar to this matter has been done by
surveys so in order to compare these results with previous results it will be beneficial to use a
survey.
The survey was done in the municipality of Sandviken and the sample needed to represent the
target group as good as possible. According to Berntson et al. (2016) an unbound random
sample is the best choice to represent a population, but they also claim that it could be hard to
do because it requires access to a register, which could be expensive in both time and
resources. In the end, the best alternative could be what Berntson et al. (2016) calls an
availability sample. That is not generally recommended but the authors suggest that to
students writing a thesis there is often a tight time schedule and to settle with what is
accessible could often be the only alternative. Therefore, I have chosen to distribute the
survey to employees at Sandvik AB and at Sandviken municipality. That is because it was the
easiest group of people to distribute the survey to. In the survey, questions of age and
education will be asked and compared with the total age distribution of the citizens of
Sandviken municipality (figure 6) to make sure the respondents of the survey represent the
aim population. Previous similar studies have taken the educational level into account when
interpreting the survey results by comparing answers from people with and without university
education, which will also be done in this study.

Figure 6. Age distribution of respondents in study. Age is on the y-axis and number of people is on the
x-axis.
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6.2.2 Structure of survey
The objective of this study is to investigate attitudes and knowledge concerning fuel cell
technology, sustainable development and hydrogen as a fuel but also in what way people
could be able to learn more about these subjects. Berntson et al. (2016) defines attitudes as
what is generally called latent variables, or factors. These latent variables are not considered
to be directly measurable, but needs to be observed through other directly observable
variables; called indicators. These indicators are the actual survey questions. The fundamental
idea is that the answers on the questions (indicators) directly relate to the opinion on the
latent, or underlying, factor. Therefore, a couple of questions with directly observable
information can be used and then the correlation between these different indicators could be
measured to draw conclusions on a latent variable.
Primarily, one needs to identify a couple of concepts (or factors) that the survey aims to
measure. The defined concepts should be based partly on the research question that the study
aims to answer, and partly on a hypothesis of what the answer to the research question might
be (Berntson et al., 2016). In this case, a literature study about earlier studies made on
attitudes and pedagogical tools usable to increase knowledge and acceptance makes up the
base on which the hypothesis is constructed. The factors that the survey will try to measure
are;
-

Attitudes and knowledge of environmental issues
Attitudes and knowledge of hydrogen
Attitudes and knowledge of fuel cell vehicles
Attitudes towards a hydrogen refuelling station in Sandviken
Considerations when buying a car (fuel range, performance, price, durability, safety,
etc.)
How would people like to learn more

A couple of questions are formed for each of these factors which will be described further
below.
6.2.3 Survey design
When constructing the survey and the questions for it, there are a couple of important things
to consider. Not only the questions themselves are important, but also the way they are
answered. Berntson et al. (2016) suggest a scale called Likert scale which is basically where
the respondents are supposed to, on a scale with the extremes does not agree at all and fully
agree, take a stand in a couple of claims. This scale is good when using indicators to represent
a latent variable and is a nominal scale. It is important to use the same scale on all questions
that are to be compared both in the sense that they offer the same alternatives but also in
regard to the coherence within the same factor, so that it is possible to analyse the correlation
between questions. The questions also need to be clear and easy to understand. Berntsson et
al. (2016) suggest that in order to avoid that the respondents may stop reading and stop
thinking about the questions and just check the same box for every question that is similar in
the response, one could reverse some of the questions so that agreeing with a statement in fact
is the same as checking the opposite; does not agree at all. If some questions are reversed as
in this survey (marked with an R), the responses of those questions has to be reversed back to
keep the coherence within the factor.
Further on, Berntson et al. (2016) suggest that at least three questions should be asked per
factor to have a good possibility to accurately measure a certain factor. Survey questions on
this matter from previous studies quoted here will be used, because of two reasons; they
seemed to work in a good way and that also increases the credibility when comparing the
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results from this study and previous ones. The survey can be read in full in an appendix,
divided by factors (appendix IV). The five response alternatives for all questions were; does
not agree at all, does not agree, partly agree, fully agree, do not know. The survey has an
even number of alternatives representing an opinion so that the variance becomes a bit higher
because the participants cannot express a neutral opinion. However, because the questions
may be about issues not familiar to the respondent having the alternative ‘do not know’ is
good, instead of having a neutral alternative, which for these participants can be perceived as
the same as ‘do not know’.
6.2.4 Pilot study
A small pilot study was performed on people working at Sandvik AB, and it was sent to 8
persons that were easily available and also aware of the study since they are working at the
same place as the thesis work took place. The aim of the pilot study was to see how the
participants interpreted the questions, and if some questions were in some way misunderstood
so the participants were given the opportunity to comment the survey and how they
experienced it after completion. Changes in the survey were made based on the comments
received.
6.2.5 Performing the survey
Sandviken municipality helped with a survey tool online to make the distribution of the
survey easier. The survey was sent by mail through the tool to 660 participants with a short
text about the purpose of the study. One week after the initial mail, a reminder was sent by
mail to those who had not yet responded to the survey, and results were gathered after two
weeks and three days. Unfortunately, it was not possible to do an analysis of those not
completing the survey, since the only data available about them were their working place.
6.2.6 Ethical aspects
The only sensitive information gathered from the participants is their educational background
and in what 10-year interval their age is. That information was only used as a group data and
no answers from a single participant was exposed in the way that they could be backtracked to
a specific person. Also, the sample was only based on an email address, which was not in any
way exposed. The survey was voluntary and there were no requirements to complete it.
6.2.7 Analysis
Two forms of tests were performed on the survey results. The first test was a reliability test on
all the different groups of questions to see whether the questions in the same group seem to
correlate with each other and therefore can be said to measure the same thing. The second test
was a test called exploratory factor analysis to see how the responses on all the questions
correlate with each other and, according to the aim of the study, to see how the different
factors relate to one another.
In the statistical analyses made all responses that were either blank or answered with the
alternative ‘do not know’ were neglected, simply because such responses that express no
opinion cannot be used in statistical analyses (Berntson et al., 2016).
An exploratory factor analysis (EFA) is used to determine which questions seem to measure
the same factor by analysing variance and correlation between the question responses. The
goal of doing an EFA is to investigate whether the results seem to fit the theoretical model
that was constructed.
The EFA gives several different data that needed to be interpreted. First, the so called KMO
value (Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy) was controlled so that it is above
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the recommended 0.6 and the Bartlett’s test of sphericity was checked to generate a
significance number less than 0.05. These are two tests performed to see if it was statistically
safe to proceed with the analysis at all.
Then an extraction of factors was needed to identify how many factors that are most likely
explaining the correlation between questions. In this study, a Principal axis factoring was
used. It is an extraction method that is recommended if the data is not normally distributed,
which in this case it cannot be assumed to be. The result of the extraction is a guess of how
many different latent variables all the questions represent.
Next, one of the two main results from the EFA is given. That is a table showing which
questions that represent which factor and is called a pattern matrix. The higher the absolute
value is for a question in a certain factor column, the safer it is to say it represents that factor.
If questions have high values (with the same sign) in the same column, those questions can be
said to strongly correlate to each other and represent the same latent variable. If questions
with high values in a column have opposite signs they correlate negatively, i.e. those fully
agreeing on one of the questions does not agree at all on the other question. A high value is
generally considered to be over |0.4| for a sample over 200 participants.
ITEM
x1
x2
x3
y1
y2
y3
z1
z2
z3

FACTOR 1 FACTOR 2 FACTOR 3
0.107
0.612
0.060
-0.030
0.571
-0.106
0.201
0.599
0.043
0.573
-0.015
0.059
0.490
0.109
-0.112
0.538
-0.222
0.030
-0.017
0.013
0.460
0.014
0.008
0.570
0.144
-0.047
0.684

Figure 7. Fictive example of a pattern matrix. Items x1, x2 and x3 all load in factor 2, items y1, y2
and y3 all load in factor 1 and items z1, z2 and z3 all load in factor 3.

The other main result that the EFA generates is the factor correlation matrix which shows
how the different latent variables correlate to each other, e.g. do the participants with high
hydrogen knowledge also tend to greatly support a hydrogen refuelling station? The values in
this matrix follow the same rules as in the pattern matrix explained above (Berntson et al.,
2016).
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7. Results and analysis
The results will begin with describing the statistics about the characteristics of the
participants. Then some results to show the general perceptions about hydrogen will be
presented continuing with presenting patterns and correlations between answers. In the end,
the pedagogical aspects of the survey results will be presented together with a SSI case based
on theory described earlier.

7.1 Respondents’ characteristics
Out of the total 660 persons that got the survey, 251 persons completed it which accounts for
a response rate of 38%. The response rate between employees at the municipality and Sandvik
AB was 34% of the employees at Sandviken municipality and 42% of the employees at
Sandvik AB. Previous studies had a response rate of 47% (O'Garra et al., 2008) which was
considered to be fairly high so the response rate in this study can be considered to be
acceptable.
When comparing the age distribution of the aim population and the age distribution of the
respondents it is about the same. The group of people around the age of 50 years is the largest,
and the group of people around the age of 30 years noticeably smaller than the other large age
groups (neglecting above 66 years and below 25 years which had only one and two
respondents respectively) which corresponds to the age distribution of people in Sandviken
municipality (figure 6 above).
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Figure 8. Age distribution of respondents in study.
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The figure above presents the distribution of educational level amongst the survey
participants, which shows a very high percentage of people that had graduated from university
prior to taking part in this study. According to SCB 18% of the population in Sandviken has a
university education (appendix I) but in this study that number was almost 66%. This is
because the sample consisted of a lot of employees at Sandvik AB, which is a company where
many of the employees have a university education. This surely affects the result of the
survey as it does not represent the general population of the municipality, but the analysis has
been done separately on both participants with a university degree and participants with no
university degree.

7.2 General perceptions about hydrogen
The figure below is showing a graph of how all the participants responded to questions
regarding hydrogen. The overall perception seems to be very positive as about 95% of all the
participants were positive to building a hydrogen refuelling station and thought that the
government and municipalities should invest more in hydrogen. Another thing to note is that
about 30% said they do not feel a hydrogen refuelling station is safe, despite that only about
11% said hydrogen feels unsafe. Sandviken municipality and Sandvik AB also seems to have
made a good effort in promoting the plans of the refuelling station since more than 85%
claimed they knew about the plans (figure 10).
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Figure 10. Distribution of answers on 8 of the survey questions. All respondents are included.
Q1. I know that Sandviken is planning a hydrogen refuelling station
Q2. I think it is good that Sandviken is building a hydrogen refuelling station
Q3. Government and municipalities should invest more in hydrogen
Q4. I trust that a hydrogen refuelling station is safe
Q5. Hydrogen is safe
Q6. I think that hydrogen is environmentally friendly
Q7. I think I have knowledge about hydrogen
Q8. I think I have knowledge about hydrogen vehicles

When comparing those with a university education and those without, there is a big difference
in attitude about the safety aspect of a refuelling station. About 43% of the participants
without a university education felt unsafe about a refuelling station while only 24% of those
with a university education felt the same way (figure 11, 13). There is also a big difference in
perceived hydrogen knowledge; in the group without a university education about 55% felt
they do not have any knowledge about hydrogen while that same figure is only 29% for those
with. For both of these groups the perceived knowledge about hydrogen exceeded the
perceived knowledge about hydrogen vehicles, but only by a couple of percentage points
(figure 12, 14).
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Figure 11. Attitudes towards hydrogen, including only respondents with a university education.
Percentage of respondents on the y-axis. On the x-axis:
Q1. I know that Sandviken is planning a hydrogen refuelling station
Q2. I think it is good that Sandviken is building a hydrogen refuelling station
Q3. Government and municipalities should invest more in hydrogen
Q4. Hydrogen is safe
Q5. I think hydrogen is environmentally friendly
Q6. I trust the safety of a hydrogen refuelling station
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Figure 12. Hydrogen knowledge and attitudes towards environmental issues, only including
respondents with a university education.
Q1. I think I have knowledge about hydrogen
Q2. I think I have knowledge about hydrogen vehicles
Q3. It’s important to strive for a sustainable development
Q4. Global warming is an environmental issue
Q5. To solve environmental issues should be a top 3 priority
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Figure 13. Attitudes towards hydrogen, only including respondents without a university education.
Q1. I know that Sandviken is planning a hydrogen refuelling station
Q2. I think it is good that Sandviken is building a hydrogen refuelling station
Q3. Government and municipalities should invest more in hydrogen
Q4. Hydrogen is safe
Q5. I think hydrogen is environmentally friendly
Q6. I trust the safety of a hydrogen refuelling station
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Figure 14. Hydrogen knowledge and attitudes towards environmental issues, only including
respondents without a university education.
Q1. I think I have knowledge about hydrogen
Q2. I think I have knowledge about hydrogen vehicles
Q3. It’s important to strive for a sustainable development
Q4. Global warming is an environmental issue
Q5. To solve environmental issues should be a top 3 priority
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7.3 Reliability test
First, reliability tests were done on the questions asked and the results were according to the
table in figure 15 below. The first reliability test showed that a couple of questions negatively
affected the result to have a poor reliability. These were questions that showed a poor
correlation to the rest of the questions within that factor and a second reliability test
neglecting those questions resulted in a better reliability, which supported that first result.
None of the alpha values can be said to be good and approved since those values should be
above 0.7 but neither are they disastrous, especially when neglecting questions that greatly
departs from the other questions in terms of correlation. However, it is a sign that the survey
method may need improvement if it is to be used in future studies.
Factor
𝜶
𝑵
Environmental
4
0.493
attitudes
(3, neglecting Q2)
(0.606)
Refuelling
4
0.421
station attitudes (3, neglecting Q3)
(0.512)
Hydrogen
3
0.694
attitudes
Environmental
3
0.140
knowledge
(2, neglecting Q1)
(0.628)
Figure 15. The first column shows the four different hypothesised factors. Column two and three
shows number of questions and reliability in terms of Cronbach’s alpha, respectively.

7.4 Exploratory factor analysis
This part presents and analyses results about how the responses are connected, what patterns
can be seen and lastly, what do these patterns mean.
7.4.1 Pattern matrix results
Since the survey involved a lot of different questions and participants with different
backgrounds, several tests has been done so that all those things that can contribute to a
certain result are considered. The first test (appendix V) reveals that the number of factors that
the test actually measured was not as many as intended. Several questions proved to be closer
to each other than what was predicted, which resulted in the extraction of three distinct factors
rather than five. The questions that were supposed to measure knowledge and attitude towards
environmental issues, respectively, proved to be very close to each other and statistically can
be said to together measure one factor and not two separate factors. The same result can be
retrieved from the questions intended to measure attitude towards the hydrogen refuelling
station and hydrogen, respectively. The questions aimed to display these two factors proved to
also be very close to each other meaning they can together be said to measure one thing.
Interestingly enough questions measuring knowledge about hydrogen seem to stand aside
from all other factors and are as hypothesised one separate factor. This means that the persons
that seem to have a high level of knowledge about environmental issues also have a positive
attitude towards those issues. For the factor measuring hydrogen, it means that persons with a
positive attitude towards hydrogen as a fuel also tend to have a positive attitude towards the
hydrogen refuelling station.
Another important result drawn from the first test is that a couple of questions did not
correlate to the other questions within their respective factor. That goes along with the
reliability test that showed those questions to have a negative impact on the reliability. This
means that those questions should be eliminated from further analysis since they could disturb
the result to be misleading. These questions were: question number one aimed to display
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knowledge of environmental issues, question number two aimed to measure attitude towards
environmental issues and question number three aimed to measure attitude towards a
hydrogen refuelling station.
When doing a second test taking these things mentioned above into account, the result is a
pattern matrix that shows three significant factors with high internal correlation for the
questions within each factor (appendix VI). Also, this second analysis shows good results in
the statistical tests with a KMO value of 0.72. It is now clear that the survey questions
measure three different factors; environmental attitude and knowledge, attitude towards a
hydrogen refuelling station as well as hydrogen as a fuel, and knowledge of hydrogen as a
fuel.
Since the data from the survey had a large representation of highly educated people it is also
interesting to see how that affects the result. Two separate analyses were done, one on the
group of participants with a university education (group one) and one on the group of
participants without a university education (group two). The analysis took the findings from
the two reliability tests into account which means that the questions with a low reliability
were neglected in these tests as well. The result is very interesting as the results from the two
groups are very different (appendix VII, VIII). Pattern matrices show that the group of
university educated has the same distribution of factors as the overall result but the group
without a university education does not seem to have a pattern of factors at all. For the nonuniversity educated, the pattern matrix shows a wider and much different distribution in the
factors amongst all the questions. Here only two factors of value are extracted; one factor
explaining attitudes towards environmental issues and one factor measuring knowledge about
hydrogen. Otherwise, responses on all the other questions seem to be completely random
since they are not showing any statistical internal relation at all. That goes well with the fact
that the KMO value displays a good consistency between responses for group one while the
KMO value is quite low for group two.
The pattern matrix for group two shows for example that two of the questions measuring
knowledge in environmental issues correlate negatively to each other, which suggests a poor
level of knowledge about environmental issues in group two, which is proven by taking a look
at the responses of those questions (figure 16). The pattern matrix for group two (figure 17)
also show that a lot of the respondents in that group most likely have very little knowledge
about the planning of a hydrogen refuelling station as well as hydrogen as a fuel considering
just the attitudes towards it. Even though two out of four questions about attitude towards a
hydrogen refuelling station relate with questions displaying knowledge about hydrogen, these
questions seem to have nothing to do with attitudes towards hydrogen as a fuel. It should be
noted that there were a lot fewer respondents in group two in comparison with group one and
the results could have been different if the number of participants were higher and more
evenly distributed between the two groups.
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Figure 16. Knowledge about environmental issues, only including respondents without a university
education.
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Figure 17. Knowledge about environmental issues, only including respondents with a university
education.

7.4.2 Factor correlation matrix results
The final result from the exploratory factor analysis is the factor correlation matrix, which
shows correlation between the different factors that can be seen in the pattern matrix. The
analysis is done upon the pattern matrix with the unrelated questions neglected (appendix VI).
The matrix for all the responses (appendix IX) shows that a high level of knowledge about
environmental issues and a high concern about the environment correlates to a positive
attitude towards a hydrogen refuelling station and hydrogen as fuel. It is also interesting to see
that knowledge about hydrogen as a fuel does not seem to correlate with whatever attitude one
may have towards a hydrogen refuelling station and hydrogen. Neither is knowledge about
hydrogen in any way related to attitudes and knowledge towards environmental issues.
Knowledge about hydrogen does not seem to be connected to the other factors at all.
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Participants with university education
Considering the group of university educated people, a high concern about environmental
issues are even closer correlated to a positive attitude towards a hydrogen refuelling station.
Another important result for this group of people is that knowledge of hydrogen is also closer
related to a positive attitude towards hydrogen and a hydrogen refuelling station, even though
it is still below the approved limit 0.4 (appendix X). For this group of people it seems as
though people with a high level of knowledge about environmental issues and a high concern
about environmental issues have a tendency to also have a positive attitude towards hydrogen
and a refuelling station.
Participants without university education
Contradictory to the university educated, the factor correlation matrix for group two
(appendix X) is not showing any significant correlation between any of the factors, which is
not odd since the pattern matrix (appendix VIII) shows no clear factors for this group. There
is however a weak indication of a negative correlation between hydrogen knowledge and
attitudes towards environmental issues, which could be because this group seem to have a
lower level of hydrogen knowledge but still the same concern about environmental issues as
those with a higher level of hydrogen knowledge (figure 14). The knowledge about
environmental issues (figure 16) was also at a lower level for the group of non-university
educated. However, as the factor correlation matrices show, that does not seem to correlate
with neither of hydrogen knowledge, hydrogen attitudes or environmental attitudes, which is a
very interesting result.
This means that the group of non-university educated does not show the same pattern as for
the other group of participants; this group seems to support hydrogen and have a positive
environmental attitude regardless of their level of knowledge in these matters.

7.5 Willingness to learn, and car requirements
The survey also asked the respondents to state if and in that case in what way they would
want to learn more about sustainable development and hydrogen vehicles. The results that are
presented in the diagrams below show that people generally wanted to learn more about both
sustainable development and hydrogen vehicles. They also show that the most appreciated
way to learn more would be to experience and look at fuel cell cars and the technology behind
it, but take part in lectures or learning online was also a popular response. The responses on
what way to learn were however very evenly distributed. It should be noted that it was
possible to respond with the same alternative on all questions meaning the participants did not
need to take a stand on what alternative is the best.
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Figure 18. Responses on whether people would want to learn more.

How would you want to learn more about hydrogen
vehicles and sustainable development?
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Figure 19. Responses on how people would want to learn more.

Finally, the participants were asked to state which of five alternatives were most important to
them when purchasing a car and it was possible to answer several alternatives. The results
from that question are shown in the graph below, and it shows that, besides safety, range and
cost is more important than performance and whether the car is environmentally friendly or
not.
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Figure 20. Responses on what is important when the participant purchase a car.

7.6 SSI case – What car should your family buy?
7.6.1 Constructing this SSI case
When constructing the SSI case, it is important to consider all the different aspects mentioned
in the theory section about SSI. To make sure that the discussions are valid and nuanced, it is
crucial that there is a clear conflict of interest but also that the pupils feel it is relevant for
them. Using family situations as the basis of this case can be a good way to bring in emotions
and a sense of relevance for the pupils since investing in a car is a big investment for a family,
which is close to their own reality. Also, different families in different geographical places
have a very different starting point to the discussion, for example more money and different
needs of utilising the vehicle.
By letting the pupils investigate which different vehicle fuels exist and which of them could,
from a multi-disciplinary perspective, fit their family situation best, a lot of different aspects
from the core content of different science courses can be covered (Skolverket, 2011a, 2011b).
-

Energy transformations in chemical reactions and phase transformation (chemistry
1)
Redox reactions including electrochemistry (chemistry 1)
Taking stance in social issues with regard to chemical models, for example
concerning questions about sustainable development (chemistry 1)
Reaction mechanisms, including qualitative reasoning about, how and why
reactions occur and about energy transformations in different kinds of organic
reactions (chemistry 2)
Principles of energy, entropy and efficiency to describe energy transformation,
energy quality and energy storage (physics 1)
Electrical energy; electrical charge, electric field, potential, voltage, current and
resistance (physics 1)
Energy resources and energy usage for a sustainable development (physics 1)

Because the science behind different fuels and technologies used in cars and their
characteristics as fuels is mostly about how energy is produced and also how much and what
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kind of energy it produces, most of the points above are focused on that. The most important
concepts to discuss is where the energy that powers the car comes from and what different
products and by-products different chemical processes that gains energy have. For example
that burning crude or refined oil (gasoline or diesel) extracts energy but also produces carbon
dioxide, or how energy is produced in a battery. It is also important to discuss energy
transformations and where for example energy used to charge a battery or produce hydrogen
comes from, so that the pupils learn to also take into account the primary energy resource, and
how that affects how clean the energy is.
Considering what chemistry education at upper secondary school intends to teach pupils; both
“knowledge about the importance of chemistry to individuals and society, ability to use
knowledge in chemistry to communicate and review information” and “ability to analyse and
search for answers in issues involving chemistry” (Skolverket, 2011a) are covered.
7.6.2 Summary
When the climate change becomes more and more urgent, it is important to teach students to
take part in developing the future in mobility since the transportation sector is a major
contributor to greenhouse gas emissions. By making a well weighted decision when buying a
car or supporting a technology, both the interest of the environment and the interest of the
individual and the society can be met. There are a lot of different technologies currently
available but also under development and the SSI case will allow students to learn more about
different solutions but also discuss what solution could be best in their own family situation
but take a regional and a global perspective into the decision-making as well.
7.6.3 Learning goals
During the work with this case, students will
-

Learn about how different fuel types affect the environment and a sustainable
development
Develop knowledge about different aspects of energy (utilisation, storage,
transformation) and chemical reactions and how those applies in propulsion of
vehicles
Investigate different types of vehicle fuels and compare advantages and disadvantages
from both scientific and different social points of view
Learn about research going on within the field of vehicles
Understand that different applications and situations require different solutions
Discuss to what extent arguments are based on values and scientific knowledge
Receive a fictive family situation and from that take a stand in what type of vehicle
would be the best with regard to their family and the society
Be able to argue for their standing point based on different conflicts of interest such as
environmental, economical, scientific and social
Stage a discussion where between four and five students with different family
situations discuss and explain their choice of vehicle, but also discuss other
alternatives that the different families could have benefited from

7.6.4 Context for use
This case is suitable from high school up to upper secondary school level and can be
accomplished through individual or group work inside or outside the classroom. The work
will be presented as a staged discussion and should be prepared through homework and to be
finished by 5-6 days. Internet articles and research as well as the fuel cell theory presented in
this report are available resources for the students to use.
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7.6.5 Description
Instructions and hand-outs for both teachers and students can be retrieved from the appendix
(XI) of this report.
7.6.6 Presentation and assessment
The students will present their work in the form of a group discussion in small groups with the
teacher. The students are split into groups of four where they all take a role of representing a
specific family situation, and their assignment will be to formulate a foundation of arguments
and a well-motivated decision based on those arguments, that with respect to all different
aspects (economy, social, etc.) reflects their specific role, on what vehicle their family will
choose.
The assessment will be based on how well the student presents arguments and if they are
scientifically correct. It will also be based on how well the student seems to have weighed
different arguments against each other and if several different aspects have been considered.
Evaluation is also made on how well the student understands other family situations and can
familiarize by suggesting other alternatives than the one that family chose, based on wellformed arguments. The student also needs to participate in the discussion with respect and
show understanding for other students’ opinions.

7.7 Summary of results
The results show that out of the 42% of the sample that responded to the survey, 95% felt
positive towards the development of hydrogen as a vehicle fuel. In almost all aspects of the
survey, there is a difference between the respondents with a university education and those
without a university education. One aspect that differs is the safety aspect, where university
educated feel safer with both hydrogen as a fuel and the refuelling station. The results also
show that, especially for the university educated, there is a clear connection between having
knowledge about and a concern for environmental issues and being positive to having
hydrogen as a vehicle fuel in the society. For the non-university educated, the pattern is more
difficult to interpret since they have the same attitudes but in contrast to the university
educated show a low level of knowledge about both hydrogen and environmental issues.
The survey participants answered that they want to learn more about both hydrogen and a
sustainable development and that experiencing fuel cell vehicles is the best way to do it. It is
also interesting to see that range, cost and safety seems most important for the respondents if
they were to buy a car.
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8. Discussion
The aim of this thesis was split into two parts. Partly the goal was to see what the population
of a smaller Swedish town think of the fuel cell car and what attitudes they have about
environmental issues and sustainable development. The other part was to use the results
together with pedagogical theories and with that suggest different ways to increase knowledge
and awareness about environmental issues, sustainable development and the fuel cell
technology.
A survey was made with questions based on previous similar studies, as well as a literature
study describing pedagogical theories associated with a concept called education for
sustainable development. First I will discuss the results of the survey and what they mean, and
then continue by discussing how these results can be used together with pedagogical theories
to improve hydrogen and environmental knowledge and foster a positive attitude towards
those issues.

8.1 Discussing the survey results
The results from the survey show that the population in Sandviken think hydrogen cars has a
bright future as a very high proportion of the respondents was positive towards the building of
a refuelling station. The survey questions were mainly based on very similar studies prior to
this one and the results are in some aspects also very similar. However, there are points where
the result somewhat differ from previous ones; the knowledge of hydrogen as a fuel does not
seem to be very important in order to support or oppose it. Prior studies claim that a high level
of knowledge in hydrogen is highly correlated with likelihood to support it, while the results
from this study do not show that correlation. One possible explanation to that result is the
plans of a refuelling station. A large majority of the respondents knew about the plans on
building a refuelling station and those participants show a close correlation between
awareness of the refuelling station and perceived hydrogen knowledge. Further, both O'Garra
et al., (2008) and Thesen and Langhelle (2008) claim that the further away a person lives
from a planned refuelling station the more bothered the person gets. In the London study from
2004 (O'Garra et al., 2004) there were not any plans of building a refuelling station, which
supports the reason why knowledge of hydrogen seems to be more important in that study in
comparison to this. So if this study was done in another similar sized town where there were
not any plans to inaugurate a hydrogen refuelling station, the results may have been different.
An interesting aspect, which may influence the result is whether a person attended university
or not, since it seemed to have a large impact on how they responded. A university education
does not guarantee per se that a person know more about hydrogen. However, the sample
greatly comprises of people working at Sandvik AB which is a working place where people
with a university education related to science is overrepresented. This means that a university
education in this case increases the likelihood of a greater knowledge about hydrogen. That is
a fact that is confirmed by the survey results as the perceived hydrogen knowledge was
significantly higher for those with a university education. Since a majority of the respondents
in this survey have a university education, the results could have been different if the
proportion from that group was more representative of the aim population. The group of
university educated showed a much closer correlation between hydrogen knowledge and
support than the group without a university education who showed the same level of support
towards hydrogen regardless of their perceived knowledge level. Since the group of people
without a university education is underrepresented in this study, the poor correlation between
hydrogen knowledge and support in the general result probably would have been even poorer
with a better representation of the aim population. The high level of support for hydrogen is
therefore clearly not affected directly by what hydrogen knowledge the participants have;
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instead there are other factors connected to hydrogen support, like the level of concern for
climate change.
Just as previous studies have found, the participants’ answers show a close correlation
between a concern for the environment and support for hydrogen. For the non-university
educated the questions measuring attitude towards environmental issues relate closely to the
question about supporting governmental investments in hydrogen, while for the university
educated all of knowledge about environmental issues, concern about environmental issues, a
positive attitude towards hydrogen and a positive attitude towards the refuelling station are
strongly connected with each other. The reason for this could be that people already had a
high concern for the environment and hearing that hydrogen can be a solution to one of the
issues causing climate change made them support it, regardless of their limited knowledge
about the solution itself. That possible explanation can be seen especially in the answers from
the people that had not attended university where there is a weak tendency of people claiming
they have a concern about climate change despite not knowing about hydrogen or the
refuelling station. However, even though people showing knowledge in these matters did not
have a significantly higher tendency to support hydrogen or showing concern for climate
change, those attitudes and opinions may rest on a much more stable foundation with lower
risk of being influenced by media and prevailing norms.

8.2 Using survey results for education
Even though it is good that all participants in the study showed a high concern for the
environment, education is clearly a deciding factor regarding the knowledge about climate
change and hydrogen. Education about sustainable development and environmental issues is
important to, in the long term, raise awareness and acceptance for the development of
hydrogen in the society. When teaching about sustainable development, UNESCO (2017)
says that the main learning outcomes should be to promote “core competences, such as critical
and systemic thinking, collaborative decision-making and taking responsibility for present and
future generations.” While doing this, four things are important to include in the education to
make the learning as good as possible but also promote a change in behaviour. These four
things are, as explained in the theory section: non-natural learning, multi-disciplinary
perspective, multi-dimensional perspective and emotional attachment.
With that pedagogical foundation this study has presented a tool for teachers to use when they
want to teach their students about sustainable development and hydrogen. The tool is a so
called SSI case where students use knowledge and understanding about hydrogen and other
vehicle fuels, including different aspects and dimensions, to make a decision about the best
choice of car for a fictive family. This type of tool is clearly taking all the four aspects of ESD
into account as, in order to understand the other family situations and their decisions, it is
crucial to value both different disciplines and different dimensions. To be able to understand
the different disciplines and dimensions the student need to get knowledge about different
vehicle fuels and in the final decision-making emotions and ethics are naturally involved.
Different families will value arguments differently and that depends on what ethics one may
have, which in the end will affect the final choice of vehicle.
This tool requires students to engage themselves in research and discover all the different
aspects that the issue includes, which creates a possibility for the students to show a wide
variation of skills for the teacher to grade, but it could also be a bit too much for the students
to understand how different aspects are connected. The fuel cell theory chapter in this thesis is
a good, accustomed description of how the fuel cell technology works with both advantages
and disadvantages and can help the students to see what research they need to do. However,
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that chapter have just taken the technical aspect into account, not any social or economic
perspectives so those are for the students to discover themselves. The SSI case has not been
tested, meaning it is hard to know if the students will understand it and the constructed family
situations in the case. Another possible problem is the family situations in themselves; it is not
sure that they are of equal difficulty level and balanced in comparison with the other
situations. By testing and evaluating, the tool and especially the constructed family situations
could certainly be improved.
It is important to mention that the SSI case does not focus solely on educating about hydrogen
as a solution to make the transport sector fossil free, but more on teaching students to consider
the environmental aspect and make wise decisions in their daily life, which in this case could
be buying a new car. However, the main task is to understand different aspects of hydrogen
together with other available fuels and how they can contribute to a better environment. This
means that it is also a useful tool for organisations outside school that want to increase
awareness and knowledge of hydrogen. Even though those organisations may not have the
possibility to use a learning tool suited for a classroom but rather need a tool that suits better
in an informal learning environment, for example an exhibition or a science centre, the
pedagogical foundation of the SSI case can be used and it can easily be adjusted to fit the
occasion. The crucial part is to construct an open environment that promotes interaction and
communication, and give people easy access to relevant information and knowledge about
climate change and hydrogen through for example films, booklets or roll-ups.
One previous study tried to combine the informal learning environment with the theories of
ESD to a so called Community Learning Center. I think such a place would fit perfectly in
Sandviken, a place where the citizens can come together, develop a sense of responsibility for
a better climate and learn about what actions are taken by the municipality and other
organisations to promote a better climate. By having exciting experiments and other hands-on
activities one could combine one of the core parts of informal learning, learning by doing,
together with acting as a teaser to tempt people to come there. Preferably, the experiments
could be about fuel cell technology and different technologies used to produce electricity from
renewable resources like solar cells and wind power plants.

8.3 Critics of the method
Making a survey and trusting the result is highly dependent of the sample chosen to represent
the aim population. Since the aim population in this case is the habitants of Sandviken, the
sample in this study need to represent the aim population in a satisfying way. However,
because the chosen sample was highly dependent on what was available, the majority of the
survey participants had attended university. This is probably why there is a high general level
of knowledge and awareness of hydrogen and maybe it is higher than a study where the
sample would have been distributed more like the aim population. If the sample from the nonuniversity educated would have been larger the results could have been different and maybe
more alike previous studies concerning for example the results of hydrogen knowledge
correlations. One problem with the fact that the sample was employees at Sandviken
municipality and Sandvik AB could be conflict of interest because they would want their
respective organisation to look good by responding positively. That is an aspect that is hard to
investigate and hopefully the participants are honest, but it definitely is an aspect to have in
mind.
The survey results show that 38% of the sample completed the survey, which was a bit worse
than the previous studies but still acceptable. The response rate was also a bit worse for the
employees at Sandviken municipality with 34% in comparison with a response rate of 42%
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for the employees of Sandvik AB. This could be because most of the people do not see a
personal purpose for them to participate in the survey since participating will not improve any
aspect of their daily life, meaning that pure interest in the subject makes them want to
respond. According to Berntson et al. (2016) this could certainly be one reason to the lower
response rate in the sample, another reason could be the short time frame (two weeks) the
persons had to participate. If one more reminder with yet another week of possibility to
participate would have been sent out, the response rate could have been higher. The reliability
of all factors are below an accepted value, which could be because of the low response rate.
Even though the questions about hydrogen knowledge seemed to work well statistically, to
actually measure the level of hydrogen knowledge it is maybe better to ask questions with a
correct and incorrect answer instead of asking the participants to grade their own level of
knowledge. That is because some of the participants may underestimate their knowledge and
some may overestimate it, especially those who know less. In some sense the old saying about
getting more knowledge only makes you realise how much you do not know, comes to mind.
Another problem that may have interfered with the result is the fact that some questions in the
survey seemed pretty hard to understand. For example, the question about whether a hydrogen
refuelling station is a good idea anywhere else than Sandviken had a very low relation with
other questions and was therefore neglected in the analyses. That is probably because the
question was poorly phrased, and a better phrased question could make the results different.
The purpose of the questions was to see if the people who did not support the establishment of
a refuelling station in Sandviken would support it in another place because having it nearby
would feel uncomfortable, or if they opposed the development of hydrogen overall. Other
studies should make sure such a question is phrased more specific to match that particular
purpose.
One thing that is interesting to see is that the only two questions neglected due to low
reliability in the question groups of environmental knowledge and environmental attitudes
were also the only ones that were reversed. Clearly there are risks with doing that even though
this study did not investigate whether reversing the questions was the only factor that made
these questions relate poorly. One should be careful with reversing questions but if this is
done, it is important to make sure the meaning of the question stays clear to the respondents.
However, the question about environmental knowledge that was neglected could just have
been significantly harder than the other questions measuring knowledge about climate change,
causing it to show a low reliability. Further research could be done to investigate the effect of
reversing questions in a survey. In this study it is not sure that it is the only reason to the low
reliability of that question.
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9. Conclusions
The first question this study aims to answer is whether the population of a small town in
Sweden thinks hydrogen has a bright future in that society. The small town was in this case
Sandviken where the survey that was done showed a large support for the establishment of a
hydrogen refuelling station but also for a development of hydrogen in general. People
answering the survey also supported the idea that the government should invest more in the
technology. By including questions measuring opinions about climate change, it was possible
to see if there were any underlying factors behind the large support. The result show that a
concern about climate change is correlated with how likely a person is to support a
development of hydrogen to fuel cars.
It is interesting to see the major differences between the two different groups of people
compared in this study. The people with a university education have a clearer pattern in their
answers, while the people without a university education seemed to spread their answers
more, resulting in a more random pattern. It seems as this is caused by the difference between
the two groups in knowledge about both hydrogen and climate change. All participants seem
to have the same positive attitude towards hydrogen and the high level of concern about
climate change is also similar, regardless of the level of knowledge they have. Even though
that is positive and maybe also enough, one cannot neglect the important role of knowledge
since that seemed to make the response pattern more logical.
The second objective of this thesis was to discuss and suggest different ways to increase
knowledge and awareness of fuel cell technology and sustainable development. This study has
used a tool applicable mainly in a science classroom, but with adjustments it can also be used
in other environments and occasions. The tool is based on what is called socio-scientific
issues and encourages participants to learn more about different transport fuels but it also
covers what is said to be the core of education for sustainable development: “critical and
systematic thinking and collaborative decision-making, and learning to take responsibility for
present and future generations”. It seemed as though the establishment of a refuelling station
in Sandviken affected the tendency to support hydrogen, so that could be an effective way to
raise awareness, i.e. by taking action. However, even though that could be an effective move
to raise awareness, it should also be as important to focus on increasing general knowledge in
other ways such as the one mentioned above.

9.1 Further research
The survey made here used questions from previous studies to ensure the reliability of the
survey and the comparativeness between these and previous results. The results show that
some adjustments on the survey need to be done, for example rephrasing the questions about
refuelling stations in order locations. Also, the results here show that a future study could
investigate the effect of reversing survey questions and if making so decrease the reliability of
such questions.
A very important aspect is the sample used in this study. It was done in a very specific small
town, meaning the results are not directly applicable on other geographical places. But also,
the sample consisted of an unrealistic proportion of people with university education. More
studies similar to this one need to be done in other places and with a sample more like the aim
population in order to be able to draw more general conclusions about opinions. Preferably,
further research should focus on doing studies in places where there are at the time no official
plans on building a hydrogen refuelling station to see how much of an effect that could be on
the likeliness to support a development of hydrogen.
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This study has only covered general opinions and knowledge and theoretical approaches on
how to improve knowledge as well as increasing acceptability and awareness. Since no
practical testing of different pedagogical tools has been done, the next step is to implement
and test the suggestions made in this study. The family situations constructed in the socioscientific issues case may need improvements so the students understand them and that they
require an equal effort from the students. Even though all the suggestions are based on
foundation of pedagogical theory, it is not safe to say that it works as intended in a real
situation; changes and adjustments might be required.
Finally, no profound investigation was done on how much the population actually considered
buying a hydrogen vehicle. Further research need to investigate more on why, as mentioned in
the introduction, in general there seems to be a hesitation on purchasing an environmentally
friendly car.
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Appendix
I.

Sandviken statistics of population

Total population in Sandviken the year 2015 (Statistiska Centralbyrån, 2015a)

The number of people with a university education in Sandviken the year 2015 (Statistiska
Centralbyrån, 2015b)
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IV.

Survey

Background information
1. How old are you?
a. 15-25
b. 26-35
c. 36-45
d. 46-55
e. 56-65
f. 662. What is your highest completed education?
a. Primary school (grade 1-9)
b. Upper secondary school (gymnasium)
c. University
d. Other
Attitudes regarding hydrogen (cars)
3. Government and municipalities should invest more in hydrogen
4. Hydrogen is safe
5. I think that hydrogen is environmentally friendly
Knowledge of hydrogen (cars)
6. I feel that I have knowledge of hydrogen
7. I feel that I have knowledge of hydrogen vehicles
Attitudes towards the refuelling station
8.
9.
10.
11.

I know that Sandviken municipality is planning to build a refuelling station for hydrogen
I think it is good that Sandviken builds a refuelling station for hydrogen
I think that a refuelling station somewhere else than Sandviken would be good
I don’t trust that a refuelling station for hydrogen is safe (R)

Thoughts about buying a new vehicle
12. I think the following is important when purchasing a new car
a. Environmental friendliness
b. Cost
c. Driving range for a full tank
d. High performance (acceleration, top speed, etc.)
e. Safety
13. I would consider purchasing a hydrogen car if the requirements above are fulfilled
Attitudes towards environmental issues
14. It is important to strive for a sustainable development
15. Global warming is not an environmental issue (R)
16. To solve environmental issues should be a top 3 priority for government and
municipalities
17. It is crucial that everybody cut down on some activities to protect the environment (e.g.
driving cars)
Knowledge about environmental issues
18. Main reason to global warming is a hole in the ozon layer (R)
19. Car usage is the main reason to air pollution in cities
54

20. Emissions of so called greenhouse gases from the transport sector are in Sweden the
largest contributor to global warming
Attitudes regarding pedagogics
21. I want to learn more about sustainable development
22. I want to learn more about hydrogen and hydrogen vehicles
23. I think it is good to learn about sustainable development and hydrogen vehicles by
a. Visiting a museum or a science center
b. Visiting conferences, fairs or exhibitions
c. Participating in seminars and/or discuss with others
d. Experiencing a hydrogen car through driving or a showcase
e. Reading information or see video clips on internet
f. Listening to lectures
g. Having brochures sent to my home
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V.

Pattern matrix I

Pattern matrix
Factor
1
ATT_ENV1

2

3

4

5

0,551

ATT_ENV2
ATT_ENV3

0,503

ATT_ENV4

0,621
0,507

KNOW_ENV1
KNOW_ENV2

0,872

KNOW_ENV3

0,370

ATT_TANK1

0,454

ATT_TANK2

0,894
0,575

ATT_TANK3
ATT_TANK4

0,383

ATTH2_1

0,726

ATTH2_2

0,711

ATTH2_3

0,653

KNOWH2_1

0,865

KNOWH2_2

0,994

Factors extracted based on eigenvalue greater than 1. Loadings less than 0.30 are
hidden.
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VI.

Pattern matrix II

Pattern matrix
Factor
1

2
0,501
0,677
0,738
0,579
0,431

3

ATT_ENV1
ATT_ENV3
ATT_ENV4
KNOW_ENV2
KNOW_ENV3
ATT_TANK1
0,541
ATT_TANK2
0,921
ATT_TANK4
0,399
ATTH2_1
0,796
ATTH2_2
0,558
ATTH2_3
0,518
KNOWH2_1
0,915
KNOWH2_2
0,915
Clearly three significant factors with high loadings (above 0.35 ).
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VII.

Pattern matrix III (university educated)

Pattern matrix
Factor
1

2
3
ATT_ENV1
0,435
ATT_ENV3
0,647
ATT_ENV4
0,748
KNOW_ENV2
0,683
KNOW_ENV3
0,406
ATT_TANK1
0,553
ATT_TANK2
0,970
ATT_TANK4
0,330
ATTH2_1
0,813
ATTH2_2
0,613
ATTH2_3
0,545
KNOWH2_1
0,957
KNOWH2_2
0,865
The resulting pattern matrix when only the responses from the university educated were
considered.
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VIII.

Pattern matrix IV (non-university educated)

Pattern matrix
Factor
1

2
3
ATT_ENV1
0,627
ATT_ENV2
ATT_ENV3
0,754
ATT_ENV4
0,795
KNOW_ENV1
0,544
KNOW_ENV2
-0,517
KNOW_ENV3
ATT_TANK1
0,642
ATT_TANK2
0,804
ATT_TANK3
ATT_TANK4
0,504
ATTH2_1
0,506
0,716
ATTH2_2
ATTH2_3
KNOWH2_1
0,709
KNOWH2_2
0,982
The resulting pattern matrix when only the responses from the non-university educated
were considered. Values less than 0.5 are hidden.
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IX.

Factor correlation matrix all responses

Factor correlation matrix
Factor
1

2

3

1
2
3

0,450
1,000
-0,062

0,272
-0,062
1,000

1,000
0,450
0,272

Factor 1 is attitudes towards a refueling station and hydrogen as a fuel, factor 2 is
environmental attitudes and knowledge, factor 3 is knowledge about hydrogen as a fuel.

X.

Factor correlation matrixes for the two groups

Factor correlation matrix
Factor
1
2
1
1,000
0,556
2
0,556
1,000
3
0,339
0,119

3
0,339
0,119
1,000

University educated. Factor 1 is hydrogen attitudes, factor 2 is environmental attitudes
and knowledge, factor 3 is hydrogen knowledge.

Factor correlation matrix
Factor 1
2
3
1
2
3

1,000
-0,249
0,294

-0,249
1,000
0,103

0,294
0,103
1,000

Non-university educated. Factor 1 is hydrogen knowledge and two of the refueling
station attitude questions. Factor 2 is attitudes towards environmental issues and factor
3 is not a clear variable but a mix of a lot of things.
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XI.

SSI case; teachers’ and student’s handout
Teacher instructions
Preparation
Start the work by watching the movie ‘Before the flood’ (Before the Flood, 2016) or ask the
students to watch it at home. The movie is about how Earth is affected by the carbon dioxide
pollutions as well as what causes it, and in a good way brings up different conflicts of interest,
social aspects, scientific aspects and states the problems of climate change, but it is up to the
students to discuss different solutions that can handle these issues, with a special focus on
clean car technologies. However, note that it is a full-length movie and it is up to the teacher
to decide whether it fits with respect to both time and the students’ prior knowledge and
interests.
Split up the students into groups of four (or less) and give them the students’ hand-out. With
that are the questions they are about to discuss after the movie so that they have a clue what to
focus on while watching the movie. After you all have seen the movie the students should
have a short discussion in the assigned groups based on the questions below to let them reflect
on what they have seen. As discussed in the part about ESD pedagogics, communication is an
important piece in order to combine individual and collective interests in the matter. By giving
the students an opportunity to increase their scientific knowledge about different vehicle
technologies, environmental issues as well as several other things included in the lifecycle of a
transportation fuel; the non-natural learning aspect of ESD is included. To completely
understand the complexity of environmental issues and different technical solutions regarding
the transport sector, it is crucial that the students bring in the multi-disciplinary as well as the
multi-dimensional aspect of ESD. Finally, through the acting of a family member in a
discussion an emotional aspect can be active.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Name and explain the different human activities that in some way cause climate change.
How are humans affected by the climate change and what are the consequences?
What needs to be done in order to slow down climate change?
Discuss different aspects (social, economics, politics etc.) to why striving towards a
sustainable future is hard. For example, compare the situations in India and the US.
What can you do in order to slow down climate change?
What can technology and politics and society do to slow down climate change?
Presentation and assessment
In this case the students will use the knowledge they have gained to make a well-informed
decision about what car, favourably a more environmentally friendly one, their family should
buy. They need to be able to argue how and why that is the best choice regarding both their
family situation but also other conflicts of interest and how that could affect their choice in
any way. They should be assessed upon how well their arguments are based on facts and how
well they motivate their choice by explaining what arguments have been considered and how.
The students should also be evaluated on how respectfully they treat their fellow panel
participants and if they present factual and relevant arguments in a respectful way. Below is a
table of what abilities and grades are covered in this task (Skolverket 2011a, 2011b).
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E

C

A

The student describes briefly
the content of concepts,
models, theories and working
methods from relevant
subject areas. The student
uses this with some certainty
to search for answers to
questions.

The student describes in
detail the content of
concepts, models, theories
and working methods from
relevant subject areas. The
student uses this with some
certainty to search for
answers to questions.

The student briefly discusses
questions regarding the
importance of chemistry for
individuals and society. In the
discussions the student
presents simple arguments
and briefly describes
consequences of one possible
stance.

The student in detail
discusses questions regarding
the importance of chemistry
for individuals and society. In
the discussions the student
presents sound arguments
and in detail describes
consequences of one possible
stance.

The student describes in
detail and nuanced the
content of concepts, models,
theories and working
methods from relevant
subject areas. The student
uses this with certainty to
search for answers to
questions.
The student in detail and
nuanced discusses complex
questions regarding the
importance of chemistry for
individuals and society. In the
discussions the student
presents sound and nuanced
arguments and in detail and
nuanced describes
consequences of several
possible stances. The student
also suggests new questions
to discuss.

The student with some
certainty use a scientific
language and to some extent
adapts his/her communication
to purpose and context. The
student also uses different
types of sources and makes
simple evaluation of the
relevance and reliability of
the information and sources.

The student with some
certainty use a scientific
language and to a large
extent adapts his/her
communication to purpose
and context. The student also
uses different types of
sources and makes sound
evaluation of the relevance
and reliability of the
information and sources.

The student with certainty
use a scientific language and
to a large extent adapts
his/her communication to
purpose and context. The
student also uses different
types of sources and makes
sound and nuanced
evaluation of the relevance
and reliability of the
information and sources.
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Students’ handout
Preparation
You will begin by watching a movie called ‘Before the flood’. After you have seen the movie
you and a couple of by the teacher assigned classmates will discuss it based on the questions
below.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Name and explain the different human activities that in some way cause climate change.
How are humans affected by the climate change and what are the consequences?
What needs to be done in order to slow down climate change?
Discuss different aspects (social, economics, politics etc.) to why striving towards a
sustainable future is hard. For example, compare the situations in India and the US.
What can you do in order to slow down climate change?
What can technology and politics and society do to slow down climate change?
Instructions
Imagine yourself being in one of these following fictive family situations and that you are
about to buy a new car, favourably a car as environmentally friendly as possible. There are a
lot of different alternatives available that has advantages and disadvantages depending on
what requirements your family has. You will choose one of four family situations and from
that perspective choose the most suitable car but also take into account both regional and
global perspectives. You need to investigate different vehicle alternatives based on different
aspects such as economy, social, politics, environmental impact etc., and present arguments
promoting one alternative that is the best for your specific family situations.
You are going to participate in a panel discussion with three other families and, from your
family’s perspective, promote one car alternative that would be the best. Make sure that you
present both advantages and disadvantages with your choice. You will also listen to other
family situations and hear what car they think would suit them the best. You will problematize
and discuss their choice by offering another alternative that could help solve some of the
problems that may occur with the choice they made.
It is important that all of your arguments are based on correct facts and that you present them
in a respectful way. Make sure you understand that different families have different situations
and points of view and therefore may weigh arguments against each other in another way than
you.
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Family situations
In your group each of you pick one of these fictive family situations and tell your teacher
which one you chose. All of you in your group need to have a different family situation.
•

Situation 1
This family has an average income and consists of two parents and three children in the age of
two, five and nine. They live in a big city with a population above a million and the different
refueling alternatives are well spread because the politicians in this quite rich city are willing
to spend money on new technology. The energy supply in the city is mainly based on
renewable energy resources such as wind and solar, which in this city is very stable since it is
a very sunny city at the ocean coast. The family uses the car both for going to work at a daily
basis and driving longer distances to relatives and on vacation out of town, since using the car
is much easier than going by train or bus with three small children.

•

Situation 2
This family consists of two parents and one child in the age of 13 and has very high income
well above average. They live in a city with a population of about 150.000 where their
relatives and friends also live. Therefore, they mostly use their car within the city and rarely
go out of town with the car. The city’s main energy supply comes from burning coal and
natural gas but citizens are heavily pushing politicians to take advantage of the large river and
windy coast outside of town. The politicians are however quite keen on keeping the extremely
important income from coal and natural gas alive since the city may suffer considerably if that
income is cut off.

•

Situation 3
This family has an income below average and consists of a single parent and two children at
the age of 12 and 15. The car they use is their main use of transport and they use it for going to
work as well as going out of town for longer distance driving. They live in a city where the
energy mainly comes from the nuclear plant nearby, which will most likely not change in the
near future. The family is very concerned about climate change and tries to do as much as they
can even though there are financial limitations.

•

Situation 4
This family consists of two parents and two children at the age of 14 and 16 with an income
just below average. The car is only needed two or three days per week when one of the parents
travel the 150km to the city he/she works part time in but they also use their car when going
out of town to relatives. The quite small city they live in has a cold climate and the energy
supply mainly comes from burning of natural gas but the politicians strive for an increase of
wind power since it is a very windy city. It is a farming city that mainly lives on agriculture
and pig farms and the politicians would be happy to invest in different renewable fuels.
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Presentation
This small project will be presented as a panel discussion in a small group with your teacher.
You will take turns presenting your own case and giving other presentations feedback through
a discussion of the choice and how that choice was made. Discuss if there are other
alternatives for the other families and try to weigh arguments against each other in a factual
and respectful way.

Assessment
Firstly, there are not any correct or incorrect answers to what car is the best for a specific
situation. The choice is all based on how important different arguments are valued to be when
weighed against each other, which is personal. The assessment will be based on how well your
arguments are presented and based on correct facts, and how many different aspects you have
taken into account when making your choice. For example, a decision solely based on
environmental impact without considering economic and social aspects is not as good as a
decision that is clearly motivated by explaining all different aspects affecting the choice and
how they are weighed against each other.
The assessment is also based on how well you seem to understand other family situations and
be able to, respectfully, offer other alternatives with arguments based on facts and on how that
other family have explained their choice. Lastly, the assessment will highly consider your
treatment of the other panel participants as it is crucial to show respect for them, their unique
situation and their choice.
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